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Welcome to the latest edition of Five Technology Trends to Watch. This year we

added “trends” to the title of this annual Consumer Electronics Association

(CEA®) publication to showcase some of the most promising technologies as

well as related retail and business issues that will shape our future.

The consumer technology industry continues to help propel the economy forward with

sales expected to top $148 billion in 2007. Although it's difficult to select only five, CEA

analysts have taken their best shot at previewing some areas that hold enormous potential

in the market. This year, Five Technology Trends to Watch has selected the following areas

of promise.

n The business of consumer technologies

n The role of software

n CE retailing

n Consumer GPS services 

n The future of radio

Five Technology Trends to Watch also has a section that looks at some of the more futur-

istic work being done in labs and cyber space such as burgeoning business opportunities 

in the virtual world, the future of display technologies and the latest in multi-touch tech-

nology that influence not only the market but society as well. The CE devices of tomorrow

will be smaller or larger depending on the product, personalized and far more powerful

than today's products. Technologies that soon may change the lives of consumers are on

drawing boards and in development labs waiting to hit store shelves.

Interested in the latest technology? The 2008 International CES, the world's largest

tradeshow for consumer technology to be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, January 7-10, 2008,

is the perfect venue to learn about the hottest technologies that will be reported by the

media live from the show floor each day. This is your opportunity to view firsthand the

most innovative, advanced products that entertain, inform and connect consumers.

Come see plasma display technology, convergence devices like the camera/mobile

phone/multimedia messaging unit, the latest gaming software and removable data 

storage devices and hear from more than 300 technology experts on areas like wireless,

mobile technology, home networking, home entertainment, emerging technologies and

business solutions.

Be a part of our exciting industry as we meet and do business at CES. See you in Vegas!

GARY SHAPIRO
President and CEO
Consumer Electronics Association
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FFrom the consumer technology industry's fledging start

with the introduction of the home radio in the 1920s to

today's microprocessor-driven world, the industry has

undergone constant change. Its astounding ability to manage and

adapt to this never-ceasing change has enabled the industry to

achieve great success. Today 80 percent of individuals in the U.S.

buy at least one consumer technology device a year. With this

trend showing little sign of abating, the outlook for industry

growth is strong, but firms must understand and respond to 

the subtle changes underpinning how the industry evolves in 

the future.

Some trends that impact the industry are just being identified

while others have been building for decades. Interwoven across

the industry are signs pointing to the range of possibilities and it

is within this range that tomorrow's great companies will find

opportunity. Following these currents will help shine light on

how the business of the business is changing and what great com-

panies must do to take advantage of the opportunities.

The Production Cycle Evolves
Historically, consumer technology companies were concerned

with time-to-market — moving a product from initial concep-

tion to shelf space. Time-to-market often is an important com-

parative advantage, especially in industries where product life

cycles are short and getting to market sooner than competitors

can lead to increased control of the market through better place-

ment, shelf space allocation and market share. Under the conven-

tional model, firms introducing new and innovative features

could have years of dominance because competitors would have

to sequence through the entire production cycle before having a

competing product with comparable functionality in the market.

Increased competition is forcing change in to the long-estab-

lished production cycle. The marketplace is becoming more agile,

and changes increasingly are unannounced. Today, firms no

longer have the luxury of spending years in the production cycle

before they have a competing product on the market. This has

driven the need for increased flexibility in the production cycle.

As Preston Smith, author of the recently released Flexible Product

Development, puts it, “what has become important is not raw

cycle time but the ability to make changes along cycle.”

This flexibility goes beyond just tooling changes that allow

production lines to switch quickly, it is about rethinking the 

economics and more closely aligning the entire manufacturing

process to the consumer experience. To improve flexibility,

manufacturing is borrowing from processes seen in software

development. In the past, software development followed a

waterfall process where each component of production was well

defined and followed a prescribed flow from analysis, design,

development, testing and deployment, before ultimately getting

the product to the customer. Under the waterfall method, signifi-

cant time was spent in analysis and design phases in an attempt

to scope out the entire project. The agile software development

movement has turned this traditional approach on its head.

Recognizing firms can't perfectly scope out in the initial phase

what the customer will really want in the end, agile software

development suggests condensing the initial planning phase,

implementing simpler designs, designing tests up front, and

involving the customer throughout the production process to

learn what the customer will really want and indeed to help the

customer themselves learn what they really want.

This move from detailed planning to emergent design, means

flexibility is more than accepting change — it is about embracing

change. As Smith argues, “you build a process and apply tools and

approaches that are more tolerant of change — ones that accom-

modate and even embrace change as a natural consequence of

working in the innovative domain where change is the norm.

There are a variety of ways to work increased flexibility into

the production process and a digital world only makes it easier.

Three dimensional computer printers, for example, allow manu-

facturers to get a prototype of the form factor into consumers'

hands quickly and inexpensively. Using processors and software

instead of hardwired logic gives manufacturers flexibility to

define the functionality even after manufacturing has begun.

Another way to add flexibility is to use similar electronics

THE BUSINESS OF CONSUMER TECHNOLOGIES: 
WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS

BY SHAWN DUBRAVAC 

www.CE.org
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across models. This is common practice across much of the 

consumer technology industry today, and it allows manufacturers

to ramp up production on the feature sets showing the earliest

signs of success in the marketplace. Take for example the rise of

HDMI in televisions. Using similar electronics modules across

television models allowed firms to ramp up HDMI inclusion in

televisions faster because the modules that did use HDMI could

be shared with other television models while at the same time the

HDMI was being added to all future models. This type of flexibil-

ity also allows the user to “test” the technology in the market

before fully committing across all products.

Increased flexibility keeps products relevant in a changing

market. The implications are clear. Increased flexibility in the

production cycle will allow companies to deliver popular features

into the market more quickly. But this also means new and inno-

vative features will be commoditized faster than ever before.

Results from a recent CEA survey of consumer technology execu-

tives indicates some of this flexibility already might be showing

up in the production cycle. Most industry experts perceive a

product or feature is duplicated in the market within one year,

with 65 percent of executives reporting this happens within just

six months.

How long does it take for a similar product
to enter the market?

Within 3 months 19%

Within 6 months 46%

Within 1 year 29%

Longer than 1 year 6%

Along with the tools and processes for building flexibility 

into the production cycle, firms are relying on the option theory

of finance to help managers understand and measure the finan-

cial implications of increased flexibility. Adding flexibility is not

just about adding flexibility for flexibility's sake; it is about 

comparing the costs and benefits of being able to adapt mid-

process. Real options give firms the right, without the obligation,

to modify a project. This option allows firms to change direction

and, just like a financial option, has value. In the future,

managers increasingly will consider the value flexibility brings 

to the product cycle.

The S-Curve Compresses
Consumer adoption of technologies is defined by the S shaped

curve of a sigmoid function. New technologies achieve little

acceptance in the beginning, before building traction, accelerating

rapidly and eventually leveling off. The initial flat opening of the

S-curve allows new technologies the time to infiltrate into the

market and build a group of supporters. Today the S-curve is 

compressing, the lead time on new technologies is shortening and

the speed to mass market is increasing for new technologies.

There are several underpinnings to this trend. As the developing

world matures, firms in these emerging areas, while traditionally

export-focused, are increasingly turning to a growing and matur-

ing domestic consumer. Companies throughout Asia, for exam-

ple, are trying to bring the newest technologies to a growing mid-

dle class at very compelling price points. This does more than

provide the domestic market with promising technologies. First,

it accelerates production to allow firms to ramp up new technolo-

gies and leverage economies to scale. This, in turn, ensures new

technologies will be available in large quantities for mass markets.

Second, it provides a price point and profit structure appealing to

mass market merchants in the developed world.

E-commerce has lowered the scarcity of retail shelf space,

enabling retailers to offer more products at a higher variety of

price points. With increased shelf space, everyone becomes a

competitor because retailers can offer a cross-section of products

with an assortment of price-quality distinctiveness. Products that

at one time only showed up at certain retailers now can show up

everywhere.

With relatively costless e-commerce shelf space, retailers also

can offer new technologies easily online in the initial years, until

unit volumes increase sufficiently to warrant more prominent in-

store space. While retailers wait for unit volumes to build, the

retailer is gaining mindshare when it comes to new technologies,

and the average consumer also is seeing new technologies both

sooner in the cycle and across a wider variety of retailers.

A compressing S-curve has turned some industry characteris-

tics on their heads. For example, new technologies used to be the

sole property of specialty retail chains. Before the widespread use

of the Internet, learning about new technologies was difficult

because communication was expensive. Consumers with the pro-

clivity for new technologies turned to specialty retailers because

these retailers typically invested heavily in education, had a tight

relationship with the local community and made introducing

new technologies one of their overarching missions.

S-Curve of Adoption

Time

Adoption Rate
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“Traditionally, new technologies entered the market through

specialty retailers” says Dave Workman, executive director of the

PRO Group and former president and CEO of Ultimate

Electronics. “This allowed new technologies time to build support

and mature in the market.”

Today, new technologies are garnering shelf space at mass

merchants more quickly. Take for example DTV. In 1999, there

were fewer than 150,000 DTVs sold. Historically, with initial vol-

ume this low, only specialty retailers would have afforded shelf

space for DTV and yet as early as 1999 units were showing up at

mass market retailers. While few units likely were sold through

mass market merchants in those early years, the dedicated shelf

space allowed these retailers to gain mindshare from tomorrow's

DTV buyer. Deflation and competition did the rest, and as 

prices declined, DTV soon was within the reach of millions of

new consumers.

A compressing S-curve will enlarge markets and open them

more quickly. But it also might mean more stops and starts for

technology introductions. Specialty retailers traditionally have

had business models that are more conducive to supporting new

technology introductions because they can indulge the early years

of a new technology when sales are slow with the higher margins

new technologies typically provide. By speeding the launch of

new products to the wider market, margins compress. If the mass

market is slow to accept the new technology, retailers will be

forced to limit the prominence the new technology receives.

A compressing S-curve also means manufacturers need to

rethink the characteristics of the consumer buying new technolo-

gies. Early adopters traditionally have had narrowly defined char-

acteristics. They often are more technically inclined and therefore

are more forgiving of new technologies and more willing to

spend time learning the features of the new technology. By open-

ing up new technologies to mass markets straight out of the gate,

anyone can become an early adopter. This means simplicity will

play an increasingly important role, and this is something that

has been worked into the product design over time as the tech-

nology is rolled out to larger mass markets. Manufacturers

increasingly will focus on design and ease-of-use at the launch 

of a new technology.

The Art of Solosourcing
Today, a growing number of companies are able to enter the con-

sumer technology industry. Barriers to entry have fallen to an all-

time low. Moreover, individuals now can outsource most ele-

ments of running a viable consumer technology business, allow-

ing them to conduct business with minimal capital investment.

These solosourcers can outsource or buy the research and devel-

opment behind the technology. They can outsource design of the

product and can contract the manufacturing from a multitude of

companies. Solosourcers also can outsource the transporting, the 

“There are two types of

solosourcers in today's 

evolving world. The first

innovates by introducing 

new and unique products 

or designs. The second type 

of solosourcer innovates 

around cost.”
warehousing and other logistics. Retailers even are taking over

some of these roles by accepting delivery of the product at the

point of production. With minimal capital requirements, anyone

can be in business. All you need is a good idea. Paul Sabbah of

Techcraft rightfully calls this “true democracy”.

Today's solosourcers can build billion dollar businesses and

become market leaders with staff count measured in the uber-low

double digits. This would have been unheralded just 10 years 

ago. There are two types of solosourcers in today's evolving

world. The first innovates by introducing new and unique 

products or designs. The second type of solosourcer innovates

around cost. Leanness is one of their pivotal comparative advan-

tages and provides solosourcers the flexibility to react and adapt

to rapid change.

The role solosourcers will play in the future remains mixed.

Forty-one percent of more than 600 consumer technology execu-

tives surveyed by CEA say the importance of solosourcers will

increase in the next five years. These executives believe

solosourcers will be an important source of innovation or cost

savings, saying these firms will “push the envelope of innovation”

or be the “profit centers in a declining profit model”.

However, there are skeptics in the crowd. Thirty percent of the

surveyed industry executives claim the importance of

solosourcers will decline in the years ahead as the spending of

larger firms drives them into obsolescence or they become fodder

for acquisition. Other skeptics argue innovation is expensive and

point to the fact that many of these companies have come and

gone, suggesting the ability of these solosourcers to remain viable

is difficult at best.

Distribution remains the major challenge for solosourcers.

While the barriers to enter the consumer electronics industry

have considerably relaxed, retailing arguably has gone the other

way, with consolidation cutting the number of retailers represent-

ing the bulk of industry sales in half during the last 20 years.
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Today, however, there is a building trend toward selling the

solution instead of the product, and it is playing out at both the

manufacturing and retailing levels. Driving this trend is the real-

ization that in order to grow the bottom line, companies must do

more than sell a few more units of a product that is now cheaper

than it was last period because of deflation and competition.

Selling the solution is more than just bundling. Selling the

solution is a renewed focus on the customer experience. The con-

sumer experience now straddles multiple products. It is no longer

singularly and separately about listening to audio, watching

video, computing, communicating or photographing. The con-

sumer experience now is about splicing video, photos you take on

your phone and self-selected audio tracks, while at the same time

sharing this new creation with friends in a digital format while

you IM them about Friday night plans.

At the manufacturing level, it involves more than selling the

interoperability of diverse products within a brand. It is about

opening up the potential of seamless integration and revealing

the plethora of possible experiences. In the future, companies will

not be rewarded by the financial markets for selling 10 more

units of a product because deflation is cheaper than last quarter

and because competition has a less compelling margin structure.

Selling the solution at the retail level is fully grasping the

experience — it's about moving away from selling the TV and

speakers and toward building the home theater experience.

Competing in tomorrow's markets requires understanding 

the experience and providing the solution that fits within the 

customer requirements. As Deborah Smith of The Deborah

Smith Group puts it retailers, “now need a good, better and 

best buy solution.”

In selling the solution, the role of brand can be ambiguous. In

creating the home theater experience, for example, consumers

often are focused on the experience and not brand. They might

look at a branded display, but often they want speakers built into

the wall and components hidden in a closet. In the same way,

most do not know the brand of their water heater or furnace,

consumers are moving toward a world where the importance of

brand diminishes as a product category matures and greater

importance is placed on the broader experience. Graphed over

time, the importance of brand creates an inverse S-curve —

suggesting brand becomes less important with increased adop-

tion and maturity.

At the same time, some products appear to be clearly more

brand inelastic than others, meaning product sales are sensitive to

brand. While there are a multitude of brands competing for

dominance across all categories, there are pockets where the

return on brand appears to be high for the top two or three

brands. The top two or three brands — whether explicitly or

implicitly — dominate these categories and often can control

collectively upward of 80 percent of the market. Where product

categories are very brand inelastic, the role and value of brand 

for the top two or three brands in the category will increase while

the role and value of brands beyond the top will diminish.

The role of brand also is becoming more managed as brands

frequently consolidate under one umbrella. Brands are used by

parent companies to manage both new product introductions

and channel strategy. As the industry increases the focus on 

selling the solution and providing the experience, firms also 

will look at the role they want brand to play.
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The Importance of Cost
Holding technology constant, the average price of consumer 

technologies has been declining for decades. The caveat to this is

that technology has not been held constant over time. Technology

evolves and improves. In recent years, consumer technology

advancements have taken a significant step up and this, in turn,

drove average prices higher. Consumers moved from $50 portable

CD players to $250 portable MP3 players and from $400 analog

CRT televisions to $3,000 digital flat-panel televisions.

Some signs are beginning to suggest this trend is eroding.

More than 51 percent of consumers believe prices will fall 10 per-

cent or more annually during the next five years. A third of con-

sumers think price declines during the next five years will be

greater than they have been during the last five years.

The role of price is spread across all of the previously dis-

cussed topics. Increasing flexibility in product development and

production is largely about lowering the total cost of competing.

Driving the compression of the S-curve is cost innovation by for-

eign firms, allowing new products to enter large markets quicker

and a reduced cost of retail shelf space. Solosourcers can become

cost leaders by remaining lean and flexible. In a world of mass

consolidation, cost becomes a major differentiation. And in a

world where selling the solutions can diminish the role of brand,

cost leadership can be a major advantage.

With increased market competition, firms can not afford and

are not willing to lose out to competition solely due to weakness-

es and inefficiencies in their supply chains. This has taken supply

chains to an entirely new level. Today firms perceptibly are man-

aging all aspects of the supply chain from slippage to just-in-time

delivery.

In a world where commoditization encroaches on a diverse

list of product categories, services play an increasingly important

role. In a commoditized world, services become the price. This

will drive firms across the supply chain to look for ways to

increase their exposure to services during their touch in the sup-

ply chain. It already has been mentioned how retailers are mov-

ing up the supply chain by offering to manage shipping logistics

for manufacturers. Retailers also are increasing their offerings to

consumers through services like installation. Manufacturers are

creating new service offerings like select consumer access to

information and support.

Companies are looking for new ways to market and support

their products and services and do more with less. For example,

manufacturers are no longer purely relying on retailers to manage

and sustain the relationship between a customer and a brand.

Manufacturers are forging relationships with customers through

social networking and building mindshare through viral market-

ing. As individuals turn to aggregators like CNET.com, pricegrab-

ber.com or dealtime.com for information and pricing, retailers

are using pricing and other offerings to attract future customers

and managing these in real-time. These and other creative tools

will be used to overcome the cost disadvantage, where a firm loses

out to competitors solely because they have higher costs.

The Business Model for Tomorrow
Consumers are spending more than ever on consumer technolo-

gies, and the industry is gaining traction.

During the next five years, the industry will have more influ-

ence than ever before. Today more than 50 percent of the output

from the semiconductor industry ends up in technology products

for consumers, and this in turn, has changed the focus of the

semiconductor industry from the enterprise world to under-

standing and responding to the consumer technology market.

Other industries like automobile, advertising and media content

are undergoing significant change, and these industries are

responding by spending more time and energy understanding the

consumer technology user and the impact consumer technologies

are having on these traditionally unconnected industries.

The room for error has declined precipitously. The business

acumen needed to not just thrive, but simply survive has

increased significantly. Increased competition for mindshare and

shelf space means one faulty step quickly can get companies

replaced by a budding rival. Margins are thin for everyone, every-

where, leaving less room for error across the board.

The companies winning in the future will be those that can

adapt and evolve under severe change. The following years will

be marked by increased competition and pressure to perform.

The winner of tomorrow will have a strong grasp of the com-

petitive landscape and will build increased flexibility into their

business processes. They will use this flexibility to take advan-

tage of the opportunities that other firms can't exploit.

Companies capturing the vision of what waits on the horizon

will be poised for success. n

“The winner of tomorrow will

have a strong grasp of the

competitive landscape and will

build increased flexibility into

their business processes.”
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Seeing a publication about software from a traditionally

hardware-focused association may seem unusual to many

who follow the consumer electronics industry. But this is

just another indication of the sweeping impact that software

increasingly has on the marketplace. Simply put - software is

everywhere, does everything and is changing the way consumers

go about their daily lives. That makes software a key market to

watch for anyone involved in the CE industry, whether formerly

hardware-focused industry associations or the product manufac-

turers they used to singularly represent. The numbers provide

further evidence.

n PC software will account for more than $7 billion in prod-

ucts shipped to U.S. retailers this year according to CEA

Market Research.

n U.S. consumers spend more than $10 billion on packaged

video game software annually, more than the amount spent

on movie tickets each year, according to CEA and Motion

Picture Association of America (MPAA) statistics.

n Online gaming subscriptions by U.S. gamers conservatively

is estimated at $1 billion in annual revenues, according to

DFC Intelligence.

n More than 50 million users in the U.S. manage and acquire

content through iTunes, with almost 1.5 billion songs

downloaded on an annual basis. Three billion songs have

been downloaded to date, making Apple the third largest

U.S. retailer of music. Analysts expect online downloads to

exceed sales of physical media by 2010, according to

PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

n Global cellular customers are expected to spend $125 billion

on data content and services in 2006, according to Strategy

Analytics.

So is software an important technology to watch? You bet.

Waxing Nostalgic
Historically everything in the CE space came down to hardware.

Consumers had a need, usually relating to entertainment,

and manufacturers produced a box to satisfy. The system, from

production to retail, was simple and straightforward, and it

worked. Devices handled single tasks and were relatively easy to

use. Radios, TVs, Walkmans and car stereos were all single-mind-

ed devices. “Software” in this context was the content consumers

purchased to listen to or watch on an entertainment device -

records or CDs for music, VHS and DVD for movies.

Somewhere along the way, this changed, and software became

so much more - increasing in function, utility and importance 

to the user.

A quick look back reveals some important differences in user

behavior that set the stage for software's new role. In the old days

if you wanted to listen to music, you purchased a home stereo

system, sat back and took it in. Now music is often relegated to

background noise while sitting in front of a PC, one of a variety

of other tasks it's handling at that particular moment. The home

stereo has become one fewer piece of hardware to purchase. Even

the music itself used to sit on shelves as a CD, tape or vinyl item -

something you could pick-up and savor while enjoying the

music. But for many consumers, disc clutter slowly is beginning

to give way to digital copies neatly and invisibly stored on a 

hard-drive somewhere, another ghost in the machine. The same

thing is happening for video. Online video services are increasing,

along with libraries of content. While certainly not in the imme-

diate future, the final days of physical video are on the horizon.

The times have changed along with our definition for 

hardware and software alike. The genesis of this shift is not 

hard to find.

Rising up from IT Roots
Think about software and your mind likely goes immediately to

the PC, and for good reason. Most of the time, when it comes to

purchasing software, it is for an application that will run ulti-

mately on a home desktop or a laptop computer. Now there is 

a PC software application for everything - from gaming and

music through data management and home finance. If you have 

a need or task to complete, the chances are there is a software

application for you.

SOFTWARE: A TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH?
BY SEAN WARGO

www.CE.org
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Application Example Software Application(s)* Replacement for…

E-mail and instant messaging Outlook, AOL IM, MS Messenger Phone

Gaming World of Warcraft Board/card games

Word-processing MS Word Typewriter

Online radio Napster FM/AM radios

Music libraries iTunes, Rhapsody CDs

DVD playback MS Media Player Component DVD

Online movies MovieLink, CinemaNow Video store, DVDs

Online TV stations and content Akimbo Cable/ Satellite

Home video playback MS Movie Maker, YouTube VHS Player, tapes

Home banking Quicken, MS Money Checkbook, etc.

Taxes TurboTax Tax preparer

Online shopping Amazon Storefronts 

Product reviews CNET Consumer Reports

Social networking Facebook, MySpace Clubs, bars, rolodex

Online news services Yahoo News, CNN Newspaper

Phone/business directories BigYellow Phone book

Maps and driving directions Google Maps, Mapquest Mapbooks

Photo storage/sharing/printing Shutterfly, Flickr Shoebox of photos

*Not an exhaustive list of options. 

Home PC Usage
Percent in the Past Month

93%

84%

63%

58%

57%

48%

47%

46%

42%

28%

28%

21%

21%

20%

19%

18%

14%

3%

Source: CEA Market Research, 2007

The net result of software proliferation is that the PC serves as

the ultimate Swiss-army knife and now handles a huge array of

tasks, enabled by powerful software applets either locally stored or

accessed on the Web. Just think about it. The list is staggering.

The implications are profound, since in each case the capability

replaces some analog counterpart, either in the form of hardware

or some real-world action.

The chart above shows only some of what the PC can do with

the right application. And this doesn't even begin to get into the

extensive set of peripheral software required to keep a PC run-

ning safely and efficiently.

Some perspective is warranted here. Just because it's possible,

doesn't mean everyone is using their PC for a particular activity.

CEA researched the frequency of consumer activities on the PC

and asked consumers to indicate from a list of possibilities what

they had done in the past month. In some cases, the activity

encompasses a broad array of possibilities, such as accessing the

Internet, while others were more specific, like watching a movie.

Honing in on the specific tasks, the survey found the highest 

percentage of consumers view digital photos on their home PC

(63 percent), proof of the high-penetration of digital cameras.

Listening to music (58 percent) and checking the weather  (57

percent) aren't far behind. Much more nascent is the use of the

PC for viewing movies (21 percent) or TV content (20 percent).

Already, 42 percent of consumers report watching some video

files online in a given month, most likely on YouTube or other

free video sharing sites.
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Hidden in the usage numbers is the specialization that often is

taking place for a given user, since the beauty of the PC/software

combination is that a computer can be loaded up with applica-

tions (and hardware modifications). Some trick the PC out to be

a high-powered gaming rig or a video processing system. Others

prefer to use it as a music keg with tons of social networking

tools for good measure. In each case, a set of preferred applica-

tions is at the heart. We all have our favorites. Ask around and

you'll likely hear about a software tool or a website that you 

hadn't heard of before. Once again, CEA asked users for their

favorite piece of software or online application.

The results demonstrate just how intertwined software is to the

overall user experience of the home computer. Most consumers

couldn't identify a single application they thought was cooler than

the rest (some even thought “coolest software” was actually a pro-

gram they could purchase). Perhaps they don't think of software

as distinct from the PC itself or perhaps they just have too many

to pick out a favorite, reflecting the wide array of tasks the PC

serves. The number of mentions of Windows as the coolest appli-

cation suggests there is at least some of the former.

Specific applications do come immediately to mind for at

least a set of the user-base. Reflective of the use of the PC for

searching online, both Google and Yahoo received a fair number

of mentions, including some underlying applications like Google

Earth/Maps and Yahoo Music Jukebox. Photoshop also was men-

tioned, consistent with the large number of digital imaging users.

Most mentioned in the music category was iTunes, in line with

the large market share of the iPod.

Things begin to get more esoteric as you move down the list

of cool software. Some even may be unfamiliar applications, such

as Limewire, yet another in a long line of peer-to-peer file sharing

services, or Opera, an alternative Web browser that also will run

on a mobile phone or Nintendo Wii. In the category of highly

specialized (and somewhat scary) software, is Solid Works, a 3D

engineering design program, and Nessus, a program used by

hackers to detect security weaknesses in a PC. Software you may

have thought had gone away like “Word Perfect” or “Dragon's

Naturally Speaking” was even mentioned.

Sizing the IT Behemoth: Gaming Leads 
the Way
Ultimately, the broad and expanding diversity of PC software 

witnessed in the open-ended comments of users is what helps to

make software a category to watch. It also is what enables a large

market for off-the-shelf and online applications. CEA estimates

the shipped value of consumer software sold in the U.S. was 

$6.7 billion in 2006, with another 10 percent growth  

for the coming years.

Perhaps the largest portion of this market is attributable to

“system software” or those applications that provide the backbone

of a healthy PC, such as the operating system and anti-virus 

software. The release of Microsoft's Vista OS in particular has

been a healthy contributor to category growth during the first part

of 2007. Likewise, the continued threat of spam or other viruses 

provide a constant stream of demand for anti-virus software.

However the fastest growing category is PC gaming. Data from

NPD Techworld shows the gaming category growing more than

40 percent in the first half of 2007 alone, meaning total annual

volumes should push north of $1 billion for the first time in a few

years. Hit titles like “The Sims”, “Elder Scrolls”, “Command and

Conquer 3”, “Civilization IV” and “World of Warcraft” are helping

to make this a banner year for the gaming category. Certainly

based on the buzz-fueled nature of the industry and its hit-driven

structure, gaming is the definition of cool software.

And yet, PC gaming software is only a part of this picture.

Shipment revenues generated on the console side of the house are

ten times those of the PC segment. CEA estimates U.S. con-

sumers spent more than $10 billion on software in 2006. This

makes the video game category larger than the U.S. theater box

office. Is this a vote for interactive forms of entertainment? Time

will tell. Certainly with three new consoles hitting their stride in

the home console market and handheld gaming becoming

increasingly popular for an expanding demographic group, the

video game software category is expected to soar.
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“At an average of $13 per

month, that translates to $80

million in subscription fees

every month, or a staggering

$1.3 billion per year.”

But this isn't all. Consumers also spend a tremendous amount

of money each month on subscriptions to online sites and services

that offer gaming and music/video content. CEA's survey reveals

PC owners spent a total of $26 on software and online subscrip-

tions in July, including those who spent nothing at all on these

areas. As more consumers begin using online services these aver-

age spending amounts should increase even more. Already, this is

well over half (56 percent) of the average monthly amount con-

sumers report spending on all subscriptions, including magazines

and newspapers ($46). Assuming consistent spending throughout

the year, these software and services expenditures would gross

more than $27 billion per year.

Hidden within the aggregate numbers are the hit applications

that are largely responsible for driving growth in subscription

spending. For example, World of Warcraft (WoW), a massively

multi-player online role-playing game (MMORPG) reportedly

boasts eight million subscribers to its online universe. At an aver-

age of $13 per month, that translates to $80 million in subscrip-

tion fees every month, or a staggering $1.3 billion per year.

Perhaps even more impressive would be the number of hours

spent playing each month, which for some hardcore individuals

likely exceeds 300 hours (10+ hours per day).

With success like that, it is no wonder companies are starting

to go starry-eyed at the possibilities. Those familiar with the his-

tory of online gaming urge caution at extrapolating too much

from the success of WoW, since it is the only title to have reached

such a high-level. But perhaps a new era of online gaming is

emerging, one in which games are dominated by subscription-

based services rather than off-the-shelf software.

Moving from Gaming to Video
Microsoft is one company that is starting to put a flag in the

online distribution of gaming (and other) content. The Xbox Live

Marketplace is designed as a place for Xbox 360 owners to down-

load new games, additional levels or other gaming-related con-

tent. Feature films, TV shows and movie trailers also are available,

some for a rental fee, others for free. Other developments suggest

the game console even may serve as a set-top receiver for Internet

TV down the road. Under this model, if extrapolated out to its

fullest, users never would have to leave their homes to purchase

another game or movie again. Instead, all commerce is virtual. Is

this the future of home entertainment? Certainly parts of the

market are pushing in that direction.

During the past year, a number of other services offering

online distribution of video content have emerged. YouTube has

shaken things up as the service of choice for sharing free video

content with hundreds of millions of hours viewed since its

inception. On the for-fee side, CinemaNow and Movielink, two

online movie rental sites, have expanded their own collections,

with CinemaNow in the lead with the largest number of movie

titles of all online rental services. At the same time, Wal-Mart and

Amazon now offer some of their movie inventory for download

instead of in the form of a shiny disc. AOL too has a vast and

growing database of TV shows and movies for purchase. Akimbo,

arguably the first true Internet Protocol TV service, offers more

than 120 online TV stations and a partnership with MovieLink

for video-on-demand. Yet, this is only the beginning of the wave

of content providers to come.

Wide availability of high-definition content is viewed as on

the way by many experts, now that broadband penetration and

average household bandwidth have improved. Xbox Live,

CinemaNow, BitTorrent and Click-star are among the pioneers

who are experimenting with distribution of HD content. More

are sure to follow. The broader implications to the existing distri-

bution infrastructure also are up for discussion.

Riding the Many Waves of Cyberspace
Ultimately the online distribution of content, whether gaming,

audio and/or video is only one of the possibilities for the poten-

tially disruptive technologies that are evolving both online and in

packaged software form. Let's take a look at what else is going on

in cyberspace.

The activities that rise to the surface first, in any look at Web

usage today, clearly are online music, photo sharing, blogging and

e-commerce. E-commerce is worthy of note due to the impact it

has had on the traditional methods of shopping for all categories

of products, including consumer electronics. In fact, the Internet

has come to play a very important role in the CE purchase

process for a sizable number of consumers. It starts with the

researching of options and continues right through the sale itself,

with the online channels capturing nearly 15 percent of total CE

sales in the U.S in 2006.

From the outset of interest, a consumer often will head

online. The first stop is a quick look at available products via

manufacturer, retailer and product review websites rather than

just asking friends and family what they recommend and then

scoping options in the store. Owner reviews also factor into the

mix, as they are now a mainstay of most retail and review sites.

From there a shopping bot, like shopping.com may help identify
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the site offering the lowest purchase price. With any luck to the

traditional storefront, a consumer may be lured in to see the

options first-hand and to make a purchase if the time is right.

Some consumers research online and then buy in the store,

while others take a look in the store but then seek a better deal

online. What better example of the perfect availability of infor-

mation that is talked about in economics circles as an indication

of the competitive nature of a market? The net result is an

extremely competitive market for consumer electronics, with the

channel offering lowest perceived price (factoring in sticker price,

rebates and other product or service add-ons) typically winning

the sale. The cut-throat nature of many product categories, like

the current display market, leaves many wondering how to 

compete long-term. Certainly the road to the lowest price is 

littered with casualties, and the Internet, along with its many

shopping-related applications and services, makes price-cutting

even harder to avoid.

Perhaps less developed than e-commerce in its impact but

certainly one of the coolest applications on the Internet today is

Google Earth and related mapping software that incorporate

satellite imagery. With this software, it now is possible to zoom

into virtually any spot on the globe to within 400 feet of the sur-

face and sometimes closer. This allows the user to gain a bird's

eye view of the area around a given locale - perfect when trying

to understand directions. Or when house hunting, the software

will map out all the available houses in a particular area. The

same thing goes for finding out where all the items of interest are

in a CraigsList search. Don't think this is the coolest thing ever?

Try zooming in on a remote part of the upper Rockies in Canada

or the rainforests of Brazil. Now this is armchair travel at its

finest. There are even searches for crop circles you can zoom in

on or other noted geographic features. The fullest uses of this

software are only just beginning. What will become of traditional

paper maps as a result? 

“One of the coolest applications

on the Internet today is Google

Earth and related mapping

software that incorporate 

satellite imagery.”

Social networking is another Internet-driven phenomenon.

MySpace, Facebook, Friendster and now LinkedIn for the corpo-

rate set, are popular. What is the ultimate point of these sites? For

most the answer appears to be making connections with others in

a way never before possible with the old black book of addresses.

With these sites it is possible to organize your contacts in more

efficient ways by grouping based on shared traits or interests.

Individuals also have more effective ways of telling others about

themselves, by posting photos, blogs, vlogs, bios and other person-

alized information. Now all you need is the time to keep it all up-

to-date and make sure that the most valued contacts are part of

the network too. The older users among us are probably still try-

ing to figure out the utility here. Certainly having a large number

of people in one place, all linked together, has some usefulness

beyond just being some elaborate game to see who can rack up

the highest number of contacts (have you reached the 500+ mar-

ket yet?) or as a sellable audience for advertising? This could be the

future of business networking in the making. Being left out here

may mean being left out of important business opportunities.

Creating a Social Dilemma
The rise of the virtual alternatives to the physical world that are

brought about by the Internet and its hardware cousin the PC,

such as social networking sites and pervasive online worlds like

Second Life, raise some interesting questions and challenges for

society. Is it right that the Internet and all its services are slowly

replacing physical reality for some individuals? Which set of laws

will govern this space? Do the normal rules of ethics and morality

apply, when it is possible to anonymously get away with so much?

For now, it appears the normal set of consequences that apply to

the real world do not apply to CyberSpace - content is freely

pirated, sexual deviants run amok and hackers destroy public

works (in the form of websites or networks). Governments at all

levels are struggling to maintain control, but the problem is a

slippery one.

Another question lurks beneath the surface here as well. As it

becomes possible never to leave the cyber realm, will the virtual

lives individuals can lead begin to replace the physical ones? Some

super-enthusiasts of cyber worlds dedicate eight to ten hours

daily to their online existence. Others spend equal time chatting

with “friends” online, and not always from behind their true

identities. Then again, what is their true identity if most of their

time is being spent as an alternate one? These activities are sure to

have a negative impact on the time spent in actual face-to-face

interaction with others. What is the result? Only time will tell. A

read of books like William Gibson's Neuromancer don't necessari-

ly paint a positive picture of the PC's ultimate impact.

Finding a PC in Every Corner
So far this line of thinking has focused primarily on the PC and

its attached software experience. But in reality, the PC segment is

only a piece of the overall picture. Fact is, software is everywhere

and does everything. The ATM where you withdraw money, the

check-out counters at the grocery store, the iPod you carry for
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music, the calendar on your cell phone, the sound processing on

your TV set, all of this and more is provided by some form of

application, either pre-installed in the form of firmware or

installed after the fact as software. And where there is an applica-

tion to run, there also is a processor for handling the task along

with some memory for storing the instructions and the code, for

completing the task. Sound like a PC? You bet. In fact our world

is filled with PC-like devices built for running specified applica-

tions. In short, the world has gone information technology on us,

and like the IT world, much of the activity is going on backstage.

Sometimes forgotten in the mix of software tools are the

applications running behind the scenes that handle specific and

yet very important tasks. Though arguably not software, in the

traditional off-the-shelf sense that it can be purchased, these

applications bring a lot to the party and are a ripe opportunity 

as well. Consider the sound processing software that runs on 

an iPod or PC. Or perhaps consider the user interface of the

TiVo. Each of these is an intrinsic part of the user experience 

that is not apparent until it is missing. And while they are

important, they can be hard to quantify from a monetary value

perspective. Although they are behind the scenes or even silently

up front, companies often will pay big money to fold their 

capabilities into a larger hardware or software solution. For proof,

look at the list of acquisitions continually made by firms like

Microsoft or Google.

Living in a Software-Driven World
Do the trends indicate that software already is replacing or will

completely replace hardware? Not quite. You still need cool hard-

ware to run cool software. Plus in the case of truly successful

products, it isn't possible to separate hardware from software, as

they are intrinsically bound together in the overall experience.

The iPod is an example of a compelling experience that is both

well-designed hardware and a user-friendly and clean software

interface. The point is, don't rule out hardware's ability to com-

mand a healthy margin. Consumers still have a soft place in their

hearts for aesthetically pleasing designs. It is the perfect marriage

of both aspects that will fetch the biggest prize going forward,

prompting more investments in hardware and software develop-

ment alike.

“The iPod is an example of a

compelling experience that is

both well-designed hardware

and a user-friendly and clean

software interface.”

See the Results at the International CES®

The cross-roads of all the changes taking place in the market

often are the trade shows, where companies rise and fall on the

industry stage. The International CES® clearly showcases the shift

in the CE marketplace from hardware to software. CES in the past

was the playground for hardware. Some content did reside within

the show in years gone by, but software in its modern sense of IT

applications was largely absent. Microsoft, Google and Yahoo!

have enjoyed a growing presence at CES, and in 2007, Disney

took the stage with visions of its new online presence. DirecTV,

Dish Network/Echostar, and AOL also are on the list of

content/services-oriented companies who have taken roost at the

International CES. Like online video, this is beginning the shift in

composition expected at the show as software increasingly comes

to dominate the CE space. n
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At its most basic, retailing consists of a transaction

between merchant and consumer for a good or service.

At its most complex, retailing consists of the intersec-

tion of physical, mental and emotional elements. Consumers

view shopping as the ultimate paradise, the perfect adventure, an

irresistible temptation, a necessary evil and much, much more.

With so many factors at play, understanding the retail environ-

ment is akin to peeling layers of an onion, discovering new

opportunities and challenges along the way.

The good news is retailing gets bigger and more pervasive

every year. Consumers' insatiable appetite for goods and services

provides countless opportunities for retailers to carve out a niche

and prosper.

The bad news is retailing gets tougher every year. It's tough to

satisfy demanding, fickle consumers armed to the teeth with pric-

ing and product research. It's tough to manage global supply

chains, a revolving door of brands, employee turnover, shortening

product lifecycles, perpetually falling prices, new competitors and

a host of other challenges.

This section of Five Technology Trends to Watch explores the

“good news” and the “bad news” as it pertains to CE retailing, as

well as how these forces will shape the retail environment over

the next few years.

1. Fewer channel options. More channel options.

Consider: Opposing forces of industry consolidation and

the emergence of new channels and store types.

2. Less service/support. More service/support.

Consider: Growth of low-touch channels such as online and

warehouse outlets, combined with the pressure of finding

and keeping knowledgeable staff. Will the growth of instal-

lation/maintenance services, experimentation with in-store

education and total solution selling offset this trend?

3. Diminishing revenue sources. New revenue

sources.

Consider: Falling prices in key categories such as TVs, com-

bined with the fall off in CD sales and, to a lesser degree,

DVDs. Shorter product life cycles requiring more inventory

turns and therefore more resources. Will this be offset by

new attempts at partnerships with service/content

providers, installation/set-up/maintenance services, better

targeting of customer segments, private label brands and

more sophisticated merchandising/selling?

4. More use of technology before, during and after

the selling process.

Consider: RFID, self-checkout, in-store information

kiosks/Web-access, real-time POS tracking, portable check-

out centers and digital signage to name just a few

5. More experimentation, creativity and innovation

with merchandising, store concepts and selling.

Consider: New store concepts, micro targeting of customer

segments, local search and marketing, refinement of inte-

grated channel selling, alternative models of product pro-

motion, third-party sales staff/product experts complement-

ing store staff and total solution selling.

www.CE.org

Manufacturer Retailer Consumer

Distributors/ 
Buying groups

Content
providers 

Installers/
Builders

Service
providers 

Contract
manufacturer

Examples of Companies:

Manufacturer Samsung

Retailer Circuit City

Contract manufacturer Flextronics

Distributor D&H

Buying group NATM

Content provider Time Warner

Service provider AT&T

Builder Toll Brothers

Selling CE from Start to Finish 

Source: CEA Market Research
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A Brief Look at the CE Retail Landscape
While some products flow from manufacturer to retailer to 

consumer, others take a more direct or a more circuitous route.

Manufacturers may sell direct to consumers via the Internet or

storefronts. Retailers may offer private label brands of their own

alongside established manufacturer brands. With many CE prod-

ucts now containing a service or content component, the path to

consumers may include subscriptions, activations, contracts or

installation.

Like all sectors of retail, CE retailing has undergone dramatic

change during the past 50 years. A look at the CE retail market

reveals a dynamic industry marked by creative destruction. In the

past 10 years, significant industry consolidation has taken place,

while new firms and retailers have emerged.

In 1987, the top 10 CE retailers accounted for 56 percent of

sales for the top 100 CE retailers. In 1997 the figure rose to 61

percent and then jumped another 11 points to 72 percent in 2006

according to TWICE. Many of the top firms in 1987 either col-

lapsed into bankruptcy or were pushed aside by other retailers

with a more compelling value proposition.

In 1997, a new type of store made its way into the vocabulary

of industry executives: the home office retailer. Office Depot and

Office Max catapulted their way to the top 10 with a mix of PCs,

printers, scanners, accessories and other SKUs geared toward the

home office.

The year 2006 saw the rise of the warehouse store. Costco

tripled its sales of electronics during the 1997-2006 span. Other

notable trends include the consumer direct channel, exemplified

by Dell, and a variation of this strategy, used by Apple Stores.

Other notable changes include Amazon.com's jump to 14th

place, up three spots from its 2005 ranking.

While online sales of CE products continue to climb, the

majority (85 percent) of the nearly $200 billion in annual CE

retail sales occur through storefronts. With rising broadband pen-

etration, better online user experiences, flexible delivery/pick-up

options, and large numbers of replacement product purchases,

online sales show no signs of slowing down.

Slots 91 through 100 are filled with a combination of regional

firms, online retailers and non-traditional channels such as

Blockbuster or CVS. Firms in these positions typically generate

annual CE retail sales of less than $50 million. There is greater

fluctuation among the rankings the further down the list you go.

This reflects a number of factors, including expansion/consolida-

tion, product mix and company objectives.
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TWICE CE Retailer Rankings 1 - 10

1987 1997* 2006*
1). Radio Shack Best Buy Best Buy

2). Kmart Circuit City Wal-Mart

3). Sears CompUSA Circuit City

4). Circuit City Radio Shack Dell

5). Service Merchandise Sears Target

6). Highland Superstores Wal-Mart Radio Shack

7). Montgomery Ward Target Gamestop

8). Silo Kmart CompUSA

9). Wal-Mart Office Depot Costco Wholesale

10).Best Products Office Max Apple Stores

*Bold italics indicates new entrants not found in previous column's top 10 list

Source: TWICE Top 100 Retailers, 2007

TWICE CE Retailer Rankings 91 - 100

1987 1997 2006
91). Handy Andy United Audio Center Home Theater Store

92). Sight 'n' Sound Appliance Sight 'n' Sound Appliance JC Penny

93). Longs Drug Store Sharper Image Mickey Shorr

94). Price Range Software City Anderson's TV

95). BrandsMart USA Lap-Top Superstores Myer-Emco

96). Musicland/Sam Goody Cowboy Malony Harvey Electronics

97). World Radio CVS Stereo Advantage

98). Blockbuster Lucky Computer Electronic Express

99). Swallen's Hasting Entertainment Queen City Audio Video & Appliances

100). West Coast Video Cyberian Outpost zipzoomfly.com

*Shading indicates new entrants not found in previous top 10 list 

Source: TWICE Top 100 Retailers, 2007
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Consumers Happy with CE Retail Experience,
But…
In many ways, it has never been a better time to be a shopper for

CE products. New products and services, new channels, new

sources of product research/reviews, new store formats and, of

course, fierce price competition, make this unlike any previous

era for the consumer.

Consumers give high marks for their CE retailing experience.

CEA's August 2007 study, The Demographics of Online and In-store

Shoppers, reveals that consumers rate storefronts at 80 percent net

satisfaction, while online retailers receive an 89 percent rating. These

rates are nearly identical to the 2005 satisfaction ratings.

Although satisfaction rates are high, research shows the situa-

tion is far from perfect. In the aggregate, there are many positives,

but at the margins, there are negatives as well. The nuts and bolts

of retailing, such as parking; helpful staff; a clean, clutter-free

store; and competitive prices, are the bare minimum “must-

haves” for most consumers. With CE retailing, consumers expect

much more. New technology formats, new brands, conflicting

information, no information and service/subscription/software

components of products combine to make the CE shopping

experience overwhelming for some consumers.

Consider some of the perceptions of the most prominent type

of CE retailer, the nationwide general electronics retailers (i.e.,

Best Buy or Circuit City). At first glance, some of the responses

seem somewhat contradictory with the high satisfaction rates of

the overall CE shopping experience. For example, less than half of

respondents say these types of stores are warm and welcoming,

while even fewer claim these are enjoyable places to spend time.

In fairness, some consumer segments dislike shopping altogether

and probably voice the same opinion about any retailer, whether

they are selling clothes, home furnishings or electronics.

Do consumers place less value on the shopping environment,

information offerings and staff response of large CE retailers?

Possibly. Or, is it more a reflection of modest expectations?

Consumers now may expect electronics to be sold in a certain

manner, and while they are satisfied with the experience, it could

be better.

“Customers are not disposable.

The cumulative effect of bad

[customer] experiences hurts

everyone.”

- Jeffrey Fay, Crutchfield

Trend #1: Fewer channel options. 
More channel options.
Hindsight aside, could anyone in 1987 have predicted 50 percent

turnover in the top 10 list of CE retailers by 1997? Or another 40

percent turnover by 2006?  What will the retail landscape look

like in 2016?  Will another 40 percent or 50 percent turnover in

the top 10 occur?  Will new store types disrupt established play-

ers?  While no amount of analysis can say for certain, consumer

research at least can help to narrow the possible range of answers.

A random national poll of U.S. adults conducted by CEA in

August 2007 provides a few clues as to potential new entrants on

the CE retailing scene.

Perceptions of Large Nationwide Electronics Retailers

Net agreement Men                     Women Difference

A place that appeals to most men 64% 67% 3% points

A place where employees are helpful 46% 49% 3% points

A place that appeals to most women 21 23 2% points

Warm and welcoming 41% 37% -4% points

My favorite place to learn about CE products 38 34 -4% points

A fun place to visit 54% 45% -9% points

A place where I enjoy spending time 45 29 -16% points

Base: random national sample

Source: CEA's The Demographics of Online and In-store Shoppers, August 2007
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So, what exactly do consumers want from retailers? In general,

consumers say service is most useful when CE store staff:

n Have personal experience with the products,

n Can help show customers how to use the products,

n Avoid trying to push products that the customer has not

asked about, and

n Is available and close when needed, but does not pester.

Dig deeper into the research and another interesting thread

emerges. What consumers say does not always jive with their

actions. Consider the example of buyers of CE accessory prod-

ucts. Based on a recent CEA survey, The CE Accessories Market:

Insights and Opportunities, 41 percent of accessories buyers inter-

acted with store personnel during the purchase process. Among

those receiving assistance, slightly more than half (55 percent)

received a recommendation from a sales associate and 62 percent

said the recommendation was important to their purchase deci-

sion. This reliance on in-store assistance completely contradicts

what consumers say is important during the purchase process.

Only 10 percent say “advice from store personnel” is an impor-

tant factor in their CE accessories purchase decision. What does

this mean? First, it indicates retail staff help consumers more

often then they are given credit for.

Secondly, it's a reminder of the role retail sales staff play in the

purchase process. Using the CE accessories example again, 32 per-

cent of those that made an in-store accessory purchase unassisted

did so at the same location where they made their primary CE

purchase, while 68 percent purchased the accessory elsewhere.

For buyers that received assistance from a sales associate, 53 per-

cent made the accessory purchase at the same location as where

the primary CE device was purchased. Assistance results in a 65

percent increase in the likelihood that the originating store holds

the accessories sale. The bottom line: positive engagement with

sales staff generates higher sales. This example focuses on acces-

sories, but the principles apply across all product categories. What

other strategies promote greater service and engagement?

“Surveys signal many consumers

have preconceived notions

about 'no' or 'poor' in-store

help from store staff.”

Product Demonstrations
It's been established that in-store shoppers place a high value on

seeing, touching and experiencing the products they intend to

buy. It follows that product demonstrations satisfy this need, and

yet, this sales mechanism suffers from uneven execution. Among

a sample of recent (spring 2007) home theater in-a-box (HTIB)

buyers, slightly less than half received a demonstration. Factor in

the number receiving their demonstration from a friend or family

member, and sales staff involvement dips below 40 percent.

Among the reasons given for not receiving a demonstration, 40

percent of shoppers said the retailer did not offer them a demo,

while a combined 22 percent specifically avoided a demo because

of lack of trust in the sales staff, pushy sales staff or not wanting

to feel obligated to buy the product. Others mentioned lack of

time or lack of need (window shoppers).

Among those that did receive a product demonstration, the

experience was generally a positive one. Sixty-five percent said the

demo answered all of their questions and 69 percent said it influ-

enced their purchase decision. What does this mean? Demos are

effective.

In-Store Tutorials or Workshops
CEA research consistently shows consumers vastly underutilize

their products. For example, owners of a digital camera use on

average three in 10 features. While consumers overwhelmingly are

satisfied with their digital imaging experience, underutilization of

features, tools and techniques has implications:

Consumer Perceptions of Shopping In-Person

2005 2007

"I like to see products I am going to buy first-hand" 83% 81%

"I like being able to take the product home and use it right away" 80% 80%

"I like knowing that I can take a product back to the store where I purchased it" 86% 79%

"Sales people help me select the right product or answer questions I have" 63% 54%

"I enjoy the experience of going to a store in person" 58% 49%

Base: random national sample of 1,000 U.S. adults; August 2007

Source: CEA's The Demographics of Online and In-Store Shoppers, August 2007
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to drive merchandise through the supply chain as fast as possible.

This environment strains marketing efforts, employee training

efforts and inventory management efforts.

Some retailers strive to turn over their inventory as fast as

possible and are willing to accept lower prices to do so. Do retail-

ers that move merchandise quickly appeal to manufacturers

wanting to rapidly roll out new lines? In many cases, yes. This

serves as another example of how a variable (in this case, speed)

impacts the retail landscape.

To combat the threats to profitability, what alternative revenue

sources are retailers exploring?

Services: In-Home Installation, Set-up,
Maintenance, Support
As described, home tech service/support has received much atten-

tion due to national players GeekSquad and FireDog coming onto

the scene. Because it's still such a new concept to many con-

sumers, the outlook is positive, but not overwhelming.

Some industry pundits make the case that home tech

service/support is no different than plumbers and electricians.

While it was common at one point for people to trouble shoot

their homes or cars, few do it today. These consumers willingly

pay hundreds, sometimes thousands, of dollars for the services of

these professionals. Can the same model apply to home tech serv-

ice/support? Much is contingent on expectations. The majority of

households rarely need the services of plumbers and electricians.

Perhaps, once a year on the high end to less than one visit per five

years for the typical household. In contrast, the number of visits

required to set-up and maintain home technology could be higher

by a significant magnitude, when factoring in new hardware, new

service providers, new software patches, new firmware updates,

viruses and a host of other reoccurring issues. Product complexi-

ty creates demand for support services, yet product complexity

also deters some buyers from making a purchase in the first place.

Partnerships
Partnerships between retailers and service providers have evolved

during the past few years. As retailers increase the number of

service providers they exclusively conduct business with, con-

sumers have more reasons to visit electronic stores where they

can accomplish one-stop shopping. From cellular plans and

phones to TVs and digital cable packages, today's consumers do

not have to walk far to set up new services.

“You are who you 

partner with.”

Now manufacturers are connecting exclusively with certain retail-

ers and/or other manufacturers. Dell announced it will offer

desktop PCs in Wal-Mart1 and will begin selling Sony electronics

on the Dell website2. Both partnerships suggest that manufactur-

ers and retailers are continuing to explore partnerships as a

means to boost revenue.

Better Targeting of Customer Segments
Most retailers understand the trade-offs between targeting mass

audiences (efficient and economical) and targeting unique cus-

tomer segments (customization costs money). Many opt for the

safe route and target the core audience, which in many cases con-

sists of males age 24 to 44. With women directly or indirectly

influencing 61 percent of CE purchases, the safe route is not

always the most profitable route. Best Buy, although certainly not

the first to recognize this approach, has embraced demographic

targeting with what it calls its “customer-centric” strategy. Best

Buy now actively courts the female shopper through store design,

merchandising and product mix. Best Buy recently announced a

partnership with Liz Claiborne to sell carrying cases and other CE

accessories. This is just one example of how retailers can and

must reach new markets.

Other target segments to watch include:

n Baby Boomers,

n Seniors,

n Fast growing ethnic groups such as Hispanics, and

n Enthusiasts (e.g. photographers — provide information on

local amateur photo exhibits).

Store Brands
The two largest CE retailers sell store brands. Best Buy sells TVs

and other products under the Insignia brand. Wal-Mart sells

under the iLo brand. A quick review of BestBuy.com reveals 

that the retailer carries the most models of the brand Samsung
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Source: Forbes, 2007

Inventory turnover = cost of goods sold/average inventory. The ratio represents the num-
ber of times inventory is sold and replaced, alternatively referred to as turnover. At the far
end, Amazon.com turns its inventory nearly 15 times per year. At the other end,
RadioShack turns its inventory a little more than three times per year.
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(43 models). The Insignia brand holds the number two position

(26 models), followed by Sony (24) and Sharp (21). With the

Insignia brand, Best Buy has stated it hopes to serve its customers

by filling a gap in its offerings. This gap happens to be the intro-

ductory low price point position.

With the increasing ease of sourcing product from contract

manufacturers, other retailers surely will be tempted to test the

vertical approach. As history has shown, some will succeed, but

many will end their experiment with little to show.

Increase Accessories Attachment Rates
What market is larger than home or portable audio, digital cameras,

aftermarket autosound or video components? While flat-panel

TVs, iPods and video game systems garner the headlines and the

glamour, accessories often quietly go about their business of

enhancing products for consumers and making money for retailers

and manufacturers.

According to CEA's U.S. Sales and Forecasts July 2007, the

accessories market will grow a healthy 15 percent in 2007, reach-

ing $8.6 billion in wholesale dollars. Add in primary batteries and

blank media and the figure tops $20 billion. Looking ahead, CEA

s the accessories market to generate about $9.3 billion in sales in

2008, an eight percent gain. Bottom line: retailers without a CE

accessories strategic sales plan are not maximizing profits.

To sum, threats to profitability in the CE industry can be

thought of as a universal constant. Persistent downward trending

prices and intense competition from within and now from non-

traditional CE players are a fact of business. Many firms already

have paid the price and suffered steep declines in market share or

even worse, bankruptcy. Looking ahead, there is no silver bullet to

ensure profitability. Retailers must explore, consider and imple-

ment a range of strategies to best position themselves for success.

Trend #4: More use of technology before,
during and after the selling process.
Seeking new sources of revenue deserves serious attention, but

the cost side of the equation should not be ignored either. New

technologies have the potential to impact retail by lower costs

through greater efficiencies, reaching new customers or engaging

customers in a more meaningful way. A few developments to

watch include:

Self-Checkout/Self-Serve Kiosks
With the growing popularity of the self-service checkout, kiosk

retailers now are experimenting with new faceless technologies.

Soon consumers could be dealing less with people and more with

kiosks (information systems) to place orders, research and check

out. One example of this new technology started in 2006 with

Motorola unveiling phone vending machines. These machines

were the first electronic gadget vending of this nature3. Other

companies, such as Northface, use kiosk technology to provide

additional information/research to consumers to enhance 

their in-store experience. Still another example includes the 

DVD rental kiosk, such as the firm Red Box found at grocery

stores. These self-serve, easy-to-easy, vending machines provide

consumers 24-hour access to rentals, while providing retailers 

a revenue stream.

Virtual Shopping
The days of simple hunt and peck online shopping are long over.

Advances in website design, usability and functionality provide

consumers with a compelling experience. Even with robust

graphics and 360 degree views, making purchase decisions with-

out the benefit of seeing/touching the product adds an element of

risk for the consumer. To address this limitation, some retailers

have begun experimenting with virtual shopping models.

Consumers that choose to purchase online often seek the same

level of product evaluation as they can do in person. Virtual

shopping may let consumers upload pictures of their house or

themselves to get an idea of how paint would look in the house or

a new outfit would fit on them. Going a step further, virtual

worlds such as Second Life offer a dizzying array of possibilities.

Not limited to shopping, firms such as CE Interactive seek to

“virtualize” the product set-up/usage process through a user-

friendly guide. Again, another example of technology playing 

a role in complementing the efforts of retailers to better serve

Examples of Retail Partnerships

Online music service Best Buy + Rhapsody; Circuit City + Napster

Cable television service Circuit City + Comcast

Photo processing Target + Kodak; Circuit City + Snapfish

High-speed Internet Best Buy + AT&T + Comcast; Wal-Mart + Go2Broadband

Product trade-in service Wal-Mart + Eztradein.com
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customers as efficiently and effectively as possible.

While not all these examples are ready for mass adoption,

with further refinements and time, greater utilization is a given.

Payment Mechanisms
As quickly as new channels to purchase consumer electronics

appear, another market also is growing — payment technologies.

Retailers are trying to provide easier, quicker ways for consumers

to purchase their products. Technologies like Visa PayPass allow

consumers to tap a debit/credit card or key fob and payment is

complete. Also, online retailers have created options so consumers

complete credit information one time. Thanks to the 

creation of PayPal, an exclusive payment option from eBay that 

is now accepted by many online retailers, consumers easily can

purchase in one simple click. Others have entered this space,

such as Google, or hope to, like Amazon. Similar to discussions of

the paperless society, many have opined on the potential for the

cashless and even physical credit-card free society.

Other technology trends to watch:

n RFID could impact everything from inventory tracking to

staff to shopping carts

n More robust back-end data systems

n Digital signage

n Staff equipped with handheld PCs to access information or

ring up a customer

n Online stores with dynamic pricing and feature descrip-

tions, based on customers profiles

n Video as an educational tool (e.g., set-up tutorials on

YouTube) or for sales/marketing

Trend #5: More experimentation, creativity
and innovation with merchandising, store
concepts and selling

Total Solution Selling
This may entail deemphasizing lines of resolution, megapixels,

RAM or other difficult to understand measures of performance

and emphasizing benefits in the context of the consumer's digital

lifestyles. Some retailers presently offer elements of a holistic solu-

tion, but not all the pieces are in place. Fay believes further “sim-

plification of solution selling” must occur to fully satisfy the needs

of consumers, especially mass and late adopters.

As stated many times throughout this report, product bundles

consisting of hardware, software, content and service will be the

norm with many new CE offerings. Given the existing staffing

pressures, how will retailers handle sales and support for these

add-ons? Technology, such as in-store information kiosks, will

likely play a role. Also, similar to the store-within-a-store concept,

the concept of third-party staff within a store now is used by

many retailers. This provides the customer with knowledgeable

staff dedicated to answering specific questions about a product or

service, while providing retailers with added staffing flexibility

and the option to reduce investment in training for product lines

or services.

New Store Concepts
Could the big-box designation be replaced with the medium-box

designation? Best Buy and Circuit City are a few of the CE big-

box retailers that are slimming down in terms of store square

footage this year. Stores once ranging from 30,000 and 45,000

square feet will remain, but new stores in the process of being

built will have square footage cut in half. Retailers hope to use

these stores to attract a new market of tech-savvy consumers.

These new stores will offer a more intimate atmosphere in which

consumers can “experience” the products first hand. This concept

was pioneered successfully by manufacturers such as Apple,

Sony, Dell, Verizon and Samsung. A smaller footprint allows

retailers to enter urban, rural or other markets not able to 

support a mega-store.

Other areas of experimentation include the store-within-a-

store concept (e.g., Magnolia in Best Buy), the experiential store

(rock climbing walls at a camping/outdoor retailers), and contex-

tual settings (Ikea demo living rooms). Consumers benefit by

gaining access to new brands spanning the range from low tier 

to upper tier.

Continued Refinement of Purchase/Delivery
Models
New combinations of distribution include online shopping and

in-store pick-up. This combination channel is becoming very

popular to retailers and consumers. In July, Wal-Mart, one of

many retailers trying this model, announced its Site-to-Store 

program was booming since its March 2007 launch4. Circuit City

has recently started this option with is 24/24 guarantee. The 

guarantee states you can purchase online and the product will be

available in stores within twenty-four minutes or the consumer

will receive a $24 gift card. This new combination is likely to

catch on with more retailers as consumers are fond of reduced 

or no shipping costs.

Conversely, several stores also offer in-store purchasing with

at-home delivery, if the product is not available immediately.

This idea first introduced by fashion retailers appears to be catch-

ing on quickly by electronics retailers as it offers retailers more

freedom from carrying large inventories.

Not Your Father's Advertising Tactics
With the increasing importance of Internet research to the shop-

ping process, online advertising and marketing strategies have
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become more important as well. Firms now cleverly use every

trick in the book to optimize search rankings, such as using ultra-

low-price loss leaders to achieve top billing on comparisons shop-

ping sites. The list goes on and on for innovative and interesting

ways in which companies will use the Internet to connect with

existing and potential customers.

Conclusion
In the aggregate, CE retailers have prospered thanks to a combi-

nation of the right expertise and the right mix of products and

services. To ensure continued success, further refinements and

new strategies must be employed. Some of the top 100 retailers of

2016 may not even exist today. While it's a daunting task to pre-

dict the firms of the future, it's certain that these companies will

find the winning combination of channel, customer service, profit

maximization, technology utilization and creativity to succeed. n

Sources:
1 CNET News, May 23, 2007, “Wal-Mart to Begin Selling Dell PCs”
2 Associated Press, February 8, 2007, “Dell Begins Selling Sony TV on

Web Site”
3 Associated Press, September 21, 2006, “Motorola Unveils Phone

Vending Machine”
4 PC Magazine, July 11, 2007, “Wal-Mart Says Its Site-to-Store

Program Doing Well”
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No longer an exclusive tool of the U.S. military, Global

Positioning System (GPS) technology now is employed

by an army of consumers battling against bad directions

and getting lost. Until recently the contribution of GPS naviga-

tion systems and products in the consumer space has been limit-

ed to mapping driving routes, tracking hikers and marking coor-

dinates. But this technology is poised to enable and support a

broad array of new and exciting products and services that lever-

age its unique ability to pinpoint location.

This section of Five Technology Trends to Watch will look at GPS

exploring consumer ownership and usage; the current market situ-

ation and expectations for the future; emerging business issues and

future applications for the technology. Numerous opportunities lie

ahead for the navigation industry, but first it's a good idea to glance

in the rear-view mirror to better understand GPS technology and

how the market for navigation solutions has developed.

How does GPS Work? 
The GPS system is composed of two main components —  an

array of 24 satellites (operated by the U.S. Air Force) that orbit the

earth and passively transmit information about their location, and

microchip receivers that decode the location signals from the satel-

lites and use them to calculate the location of the receiver on the

earth. Note: there is a catch to using GPS, however. GPS receivers

require an unhindered view of the sky. But new technologies are

making it possible for GPS receivers to operate indoors.

All GPS satellites are synchronized so their location signals are

transmitted at the same instant. The signals arrive at a GPS

receiver at slightly different times because some satellites are

more distant than others. The distance to the GPS satellites is cal-

culated by measuring the amount of time it takes for their signals

to reach the receiver. When the receiver figures the distance to at

least four GPS satellites, it can report its position on the earth.

The accuracy of a position determined with GPS depends 

on the type of receiver, but most units sold today can deliver

amazing accuracy. Most handheld GPS units have about 10-20

meter accuracy. Other types of receivers use a method called

Differential GPS (DGPS) to obtain much greater accuracy. DGPS

requires an additional receiver fixed at a known location nearby.

Observations made by the stationary receiver are used to correct

positions recorded by the mobile receiver, producing an accuracy

within three meters or less. The current application of DGPS is

the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) which includes 

25 fixed receiver stations across the U.S. First appearing in 

2003, WAAS is supported by many navigation products on 

the market today.

Image Courtesy: NASA 

Aftermarket Navigation Shipments
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A Budding Market
Just a few short years ago GPS technology was relatively unknown

among consumers. It was manifested primarily in handheld

devices and expensive installed systems in luxury vehicles.

However, competition, innovation and other market forces have

acted in concert to develop new GPS navigation product seg-

ments and engage new sales channels ultimately raising consumer

awareness and interest in the technology and unearthing new

applications for the technology.

Looking back to the early part of the decade, only a small

number of manufacturers competed in the burgeoning naviga-

tion arena. Product options were limited to pricey fixed naviga-

tion solutions (installed in the dash) and handheld devices

employed for personal navigation. Early portable in-car naviga-

tion solutions were clunky, usually a GPS receiver connected to a

PDA or laptop PC. In 2004 the first self-contained portable navi-

gation products for in-vehicle use began to appear.

Consumer demand ignited and companies have jumped into

the segment creating a wildfire of product introductions. Today,

CEA estimates more than two dozen brands of portable naviga-

tion devices (PND) exist in the marketplace. The flood of

portable navigation products into the market has shifted the bal-

ance of shipments between portable and fixed solutions heavily in

favor of PNDs which currently out-ship their fixed-model

cousins nearly 20:1. At the same time, car makers have ramped

up their offerings on navigation solutions in new vehicles sub-

stantially.

Turning back to the sales channel, retailers steadily have

expanded their shelf allocations to accommodate more portable

navigation solutions as total PND shipments surpassed 2.4 mil-

lion units in 2006. Blistering competition in the PND market has

accelerated segmentation among products and brands; as a result,

average wholesale prices (AWPs) have dropped dramatically. In

August, CEA's MARA shipment data program pegged the AWP

for PND products at approximately $350.

Owners of GPS Navigation Devices
CEA's 2007 GPS Study - Exploring Ownership and Interest found

most owners of GPS navigation products have a portable or

handheld device, which supports the tremendous growth

observed in this segment in the past year. Meanwhile, a

respectable portion of owners have fixed in-car systems (27 per-

cent) or a GPS-enabled phone (27 percent). Among those owning

fixed in-car navigation systems, three-quarters report the system

was factory installed by a car maker. Demographically speaking,

the GPS navigation product owner tends to be a 39-year old male

— especially concerning in-car navigation systems — but owners

of cell phone GPS technology tend to be younger. This is not sur-

prising given the affinity for cell phones among younger age

groups. In addition, GPS owners tend to have higher household

incomes, compared to non-owners of the technology. But how

did these owners learn about the technology?

Researching and Buying GPS Devices
When it comes to researching a GPS navigation device, the most

influential information resources (based on the percentage of

buyers who cite it as a very strong or strong influencer) are people

who already own the product (88 percent) and consumer report

publications (82 percent). However, evaluating information

resources and the degree of influence they have on buyers, word

of mouth and personal experiences carry the most weight when 

it comes to learning about GPS devices. Professional reviews 

and manufacturer websites also seem to play a major role in 

GPS Owners: Timeline of Ownership 

GPS Device Ownership 
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Source: CEA, 2007 GPS Study - Exploring Ownership and Interest

Source: CEA, 2007 GPS Study - Exploring Ownership and Interest

Comparing Demographics
GPS Owners vs. Non-Owners

GPS Owners Non-Owners
Gender Male 55% 45%

Female 47 53 
Age <40 57 60 

>=40 43 40 
Income <$50,000 47 63 

>=$50,000 53 37 
Marital Status Married 56 48 
Education College Degree 47 42 
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the education/product research process for GPS.

As new segments of GPS navigation devices have emerged,

sales channels have multiplied for the technology. Some 58 per-

cent of GPS owners purchased their device through traditional

CE retail channels (including online merchants), 11 percent of

owners made their purchase at “another retail location” and 31

percent acquired the technology “somewhere else entirely”. These

results clearly show the widespread distribution of GPS-enabled

devices. The large percentage of purchases made ”somewhere

else” may account for purchases from car dealers, cell phone 

carrier stores, or sporting goods outlets such as Dick's Sporting

Goods or REI. Regardless of where they bought, the study shows

consumers spent an average of $441 on their GPS device.

Using GPS Devices
CEA's 2007 GPS Study found the most common use for these

devices is navigation in a vehicle. And the good news is owners

tend to be very satisfied with their GPS devices. The analysis

shows owners of permanent in-vehicle GPS systems use their 

systems most often followed by cell phone GPS owners and 

PND owners. But while frequency of use may be lower for

portable navigation products, usage patterns demonstrate 

substantially more utility compared to permanent in-vehicle 

navigation systems. In addition to in-car navigation, these owners

use their GPS device for hiking (18 percent), walking (16 per-

cent), boating (14 percent), biking (7 percent), running (6 per-

cent) and even flying (4 percent). Owners of GPS cell phones also

pair their device with these activities, although to a slightly lesser

extent overall. In addition to the above endeavors, GPS owners

use the technology to track assets such as a vehicle or person.

These activities are examples of new, emerging services enabled

by GPS technology. But even more services made possible by GPS

are looming on the horizon.

Retail Business Topography
As the market for GPS navigation has developed, manufacturers have

rushed product to market — many sourcing from Chinese factories

— to capitalize on growing consumer demand. But as we inch closer

to 2008, the retail “gold rush” for GPS navigation is beginning to sub-

side as retailers begin to retrench and hone their sales strategies for

these devices. In turn, this unfolding retail dynamic is forcing manu-

facturers to rethink their product strategies.

While not long ago retailers were willing to embrace one-off

GPS manufacturers from any and all brands, manufacturers say

product line depth now is a requirement to penetrate retail

accounts. Why? For retailers, focusing on a handful of well-seg-

mented brands makes merchandising and selling the products easi-

er. This approach also is more efficient from a business perspective

and allows retailers to establish closer ties with their partners, mak-

ing business issues such as returns, pricing, co-op advertising and

point-of-purchase (POP) displays easier to execute.

To meet the new demands of the channel, makers of GPS nav-

igation devices have begun to segment their product lines beyond

good, better and best; going so far as to even develop special

SKUs for individual retail accounts in order to achieve a better

match with their customers.

Manufacturers have begun to spread their products horizon-

tally developing solutions for specific applications or activities

including handheld navigation devices, PNDs, fixed aftermarket

The Most Influential 
GPS Information Resources:

% very strong / strong influence 

n People Who Own the Product - 88%

n Consumer Report Publications - 82%

n Internet News / Reviews Sites - 79%

n Manufacturer Websites - 78%

n Friends and Family - 74%

Source: CEA, 2007 GPS Study - Exploring Ownership and Interest
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navigation units and even watch-type GPS navigation products.

The overall result? Several of the top-tier brands, including

Garmin, Magellan and TomTom, all have dozens of SKUs in play

among an assortment of retailers, distributors and dealers.

However, not all manufacturers can develop the line depth or

reach the channel required and thus may get booted off the shelf.

Already some of the one-off brands have begun to evaporate

from the retail channel, fueling speculation in the industry that a

shakeout is in the works for 2008.

Still, there likely will be safe retail haven for third and fourth-

tier brands like Fry Electronics who merchandises dozens of dif-

ferent GPS navigation product brands. The distribution channel

also will become a refuge for the brands not deep enough for the

big-box crowd and this may spell opportunity for the dealer

channel.

Car stereo dealer/specialists face challenges in merchandising

PNDs. While most can attempt to ramp up assortments, many

find themselves competing head on with big-box retailers who

have become the destination stores for PNDs. Several of the top-

tier PND brands seem to require smaller retailers to purchase

through distribution, which puts the specialist at a pricing disad-

vantage.

Manufacturers report retail gross margins are slim as with

many other consumer electronics products these days. GPS navi-

gation devices typically carry margins in the eight to ten point

range with some retailers capturing even fewer points or periodi-

cally selling at a loss to drive store traffic.

How can dealers compete effectively? Some marketers recom-

mend that specialists not try to compete with big retailers direct-

ly, but instead merchandise alternative brands with ostensibly

higher margins.

Looking ahead, car dealers may be the next sales arena for

manufacturers of GPS navigation products who can accommo-

date foreign or domestic vehicle models with trim-line solutions.

Private label branding also may begin to take root, growing from

the seed planted by Hyundai who recently launched its own

branded PND. The development of the car dealer channel may

also mean increased opportunity for specialty dealers to negotiate

installation deals with local car dealers.

Product Trends - Beyond Navigation
GPS-enabled products are examples of a “new convergence” —

the confluence of products, features, channels and content. Sales

channels for GPS devices are expanding and evolving, and clearly

the idea of a GPS device is rapidly changing as innovation 

fashions a host of functions and services that carry us far beyond

simple navigation.

GARMIN ASTRO SYSTEM
Witness Garmin's Astro system, a high-sensitivity GPS-enabled

dog tracking system for hunters and sportsmen. According to

Garmin, the Astro system includes a bright color-screen handheld

GPS device and a wireless transmitter. To get started, users attach

the wireless transmitter to their dog, either with the included dog

harness or by threading it onto a one-inch e-collar. Every five sec-

onds, the wireless transmitter sends a signal to the user's hand-

held GPS device, allowing him to monitor the dog's position and

track where he's been. But what about more pragmatic GPS-

enabled solutions?

SONY GPS-CS1 GPS Device
U.K.-based IMS Research claims GPS receivers soon will be com-

mon in a number of CE products including digital cameras, lap-

top PCs and portable digital media players. Already we are seeing

GPS accessory products for these devices. For notebook PCs, GPS

reception can be added with a simple PCMCIA adapter embed-

ded with a GPS receiver.

And for digital cameras, Sony's GPS-CS1 GPS device uses the

time stamp from a Sony digital still camera or camcorder, to help

photo buffs plot their digital images to a map and pinpoint exact-

ly where they've been. The 12-channel GPS unit is 3-inches long,

weighs two ounces and is sold with a carabineer to easily attach

to a backpack or a belt loop. To organize pictures geographically,

the logged data from the GPS device is imported to 

a PC via USB along with the digital pictures from the Sony 

camera/camcorder. Sony's supplied GPS Image Tracker software

synchronizes the images with the latitude, longitude and time

readings from the GPS-CS1 device.

As IMS Research suggests, it likely won't be long before these

GPS accessories will converge with the products they are designed

for. But the ultimate convergence product — the cell phone or

wireless handset — still is ahead and poised to make a large

impact on the future of consumer applications of GPS technology.

A May 2007 Reuters report said handset makers see naviga-

tion as one of the next major value-added offerings, and even 

at this early stage, analysts say the annual market for phone 

Top Ten Mobile Navigation Brands By Revenue
Retail Sales, Nov 2006 - April 2007 

Rank Brand
1 Garmin
2 TomTom
3 Magellan
4 Mio
5 Pioneer
6 Eclipse
7 Dual Audio
8 Alpine
9 Lowrance Electronics
10 Navman

Total Revenue Share = 97.7%

Source: TWICE July 2007, NPD Group
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navigation is worth hundreds of millions of dollars. Nokia started

to sell its first navigation phone N95 back in the spring, and other

manufacturers are expected to follow in the hopes of making

2007 the breakthrough year for cell phone navigation, Reuters

reported.

GPS-enabled handsets can allow manufacturers to bypass

mobile phone network carriers and at least some of these phones

can be used for navigation when not connected to carriers' net-

works. Carriers would get a share of the business when real-time

data traffic starts to grow. So far it is the handset makers' dream

that people will use phones to find restaurants nearby, but car

navigation firms already have started to offer road data, according

to the Reuters report.

CEA's 2007 GPS study shows 33 percent of future GPS buyers

are interested in owning a cell phone that has GPS capabilities.

Analysis firm Berg Insight s annual shipments of handset-based

personal navigation products in Europe and the U.S. to reach 12

million units by 2009, compared with one million in 2005.

But don't expect the purchase driver for these handsets to be

solely routing and navigation. Rather a wave of new cell phone

services enabled by GPS technology, including location-based

services (LBS), asset tracking/social networking and geo-fencing,

is just over the horizon.

Services, Services, Services
While federal law mandates wireless handset manufacturers

embed GPS receivers in them to make it easier for emergency

services to locate cell phone users, carriers have other plans for

those GPS units. Gartner estimates 63 percent of mobile phones

sold in North America in 2007 will have GPS or assisted GPS

functions, up from 55 percent of phones sold in 2006. This means

the industry likely has achieved the critical mass of GPS-enabled

wireless handsets required to make services leveraging these

handsets profitable.

In March, Sprint added unlimited turn-by-turn directions

and real-time traffic plus other cell phone services including a

“lowest price gas finder” at no extra charge to its $25 data service

plan that also includes Web access, music and TV.

Location-based services (LBS) provide a natural complement

to navigation and routing assistance. In essence, location-based

services answer three questions: Where am I? What's around me?

How do I get there? Traffic advisories, navigation help including

maps and directions, and roadside assistance are examples of

location-based services. Other services can combine present 

location with information about personal preferences to help

users find restaurants, lodging and entertainment — quite handy

for anyone on the go. ABI Research expects subscriptions of

location-based services to double this year, hitting roughly eight

million in North America alone.

And growth is well underway. Networks in Motion, a LBS

company, announced in May this year it had exceeded one mil-

lion paid users of its real-time navigation services on GPS-

enabled mobile phones based on the company's LBS

NavBuilderTM platform. According to a press release by the com-

pany, major North American telecommunications companies

using Networks in Motion's LBS platform include Verizon

Wireless, Alltel and TELUS. Networks in Motion also partnered

with AAA to provide AAA Mobile to consumers later this year.

Getting location-based services is relatively affordable; for

example, Verizon's VZ Navigator, which includes LBS, is priced at

$10 per month. But is anyone making money on this? Frost &

Sullivan expects the total U.S. LBS market will exceed $600 mil-

lion by 2008, and according to ABI Research, mobile phone LBS

will reach 335 million subscribers worldwide by 2011.

Social networking is another genre of services powered by

GPS technology that are tailored for wireless handsets. And like

navigation and LBS, they are rapidly gaining momentum. Loopt,

a self-described “social mapping” service that allows cell phone

users to locate their friends on a map, has added thousands of

users since its launch in late 2006. And Sprint Nextel has

launched "Family Locator", a $10-a-month service that lets users

track the locations of family members or at least their cell

phones. Disney Mobile, operating on the Sprint network, also

uses the same service.

Place messaging is a Verizon service that allows users to text

their position coordinates to another user with a compatible

phone to simply let them know where they are or allow the

receiver to navigate to the location.

Geo-fencing typically is a component of locator services such

as AccuTracking available on the Nextel network. AccuTracking's

geo fencing service establishes a virtual perimeter and will send a

SMS message or e-mail when a selected cell phone leaves an

established area. Speed alerts also can be created - perfect for

when your teen borrows the family car for the evening. Note: any

tracking or locator service requires the permission of the tracked

handset owner to be “seen”.

Assisted GPS (AGPS)
A relatively new technology making many of these wireless data

and information services possible is Assisted GPS (AGPS) which

lets GPS-enabled phones to continue to receive position informa-

tion even when indoors or under heavy cover (e.g. trees, parking

garage, etc.). AGPS uses an assistance server with a good GPS signal

and robust processing power to “assist” handsets in getting a posi-

tion fix. Tied into the cellular network, the assistance server knows

the handset's location by calculating signal distances between it and

cell towers. The AGPS server then layers in its own position info

from the GPS system to inform the handset of its location via the

cellular network. AGPS is not flawless and still is limited to cellular

coverage areas which are not ubiquitous.
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Mapping Business Strategies
Having addressed the more tactical product and services trends

and developments, two major strategic issues are shaping up that

could impact the consumer GPS industry in the years to come.

To start, maps are an obvious and obligatory component to

GPS navigation and related LBS services. And one of the two pur-

veyors of map data, Tele Atlas, is the target of an acquisition by

TomTom, a leading GPS device manufacturer based in Europe.

In August, The New York Times reported the idea of a con-

stantly updated digital map is what lies behind TomTom's

planned $2.7 billion acquisition of Tele Atlas. The deal, if

approved, would give TomTom a better chance of gaining market

share in the American market for navigation devices. The plan

also hopes to leverage contributions from TomTom PND users,

who can update the company's map database directly on their

devices, and then send that information to the company.

But as TomTom seeks to improve its profile in the U.S. mar-

ket, Garmin, the top selling U.S.-based GPS device manufacturer

is making strategic moves to boost its sales in Europe by acquir-

ing several of its distributors sprinkled across the continent.

Clearly a turf war is underway although the battle plans differ.

Battlestations: PNDs vs. Cell Phones
However, TomTom and Garmin are comrades in arms when it

comes to fending off the threat posed by cell phone navigation.

Analysts and industry observers acknowledge PNDs are sell-

ing well, thanks to better products, pricing and distribution. Yet a

resounding chorus of commentary proclaims the robust sales

growth of PNDs could be derailed as mobile handsets begin to

offer better functionality most notably through LBS.

Thus it is probably no surprise Garmin and TomTom 

reportedly are expected to venture into the GPS-enabled handset

market. While neither company clearly has stated its intent, cues

are visible. TomTom unveiled a PND with a SIM card slot earlier

this year. And Garmin is purportedly in talks with Taiwanese

handset supplier Compal Communications. Once again the new

convergence! Bear in mind, these moves would not be unlike

Apple's foray into the handset space with the iPhone in order to

counter the digital music cell phone threat to its iPod.

The Road Ahead — Market Size Expectations
Considering the tactical and strategic business issues, the prod-

ucts and service trends and consumer demand and behavior, how

big is the U.S. market for GPS navigation? In CEA's 2007 GPS

Study, almost one-quarter (24 percent) of online consumers said

they plan to purchase a GPS device within the next year. And

these consumers say if they were to buy a GPS device within this

time frame, they would spend an average of $410.

Taking the above intentions into account, it's possible to esti-

mate the total size of the GPS market from a consumer spending

standpoint. Looking at raw purchase plans and spending levels,

the market value is $16.6 billion. But factoring in more realistic

purchase intentions, CEA calculates the total market size during

the next year for GPS products (both OEM and aftermarket) will

be close to $4.1 billion, excluding services revenue which could

add billions more revenue.

This compares favorably with CEA's own aftermarket naviga-

tion product  where 2007 wholesale revenues are projected near

the $1.8 billion level. Assuming an average retail margin of 10

percent, aftermarket GPS products (excluding cell phones) may

account for roughly 50 percent of total GPS revenues within the

next year.

Approaching Destination: Profits
To succeed in the market, manufacturers of dedicated GPS prod-

ucts should balance quality and price in their products. Future

GPS buyers tell us brand is their least important purchase factor,

so manufacturers should focus feature sets around navigation

activities and emphasize ease-of-use in marketing efforts. The

availability of services (e.g. location-based services, real-time traf-

fic info) also will drive future purchases.

Manufacturers who listen to consumers likely will be reward-

ed with higher market share. Yet the evolving nature of this cate-

gory denies any guarantees. Weighing the variables from products

to services to channels, the GPS arena undoubtedly is one that

bears watching in the coming years. Competitors are lining up

and the moving target of consumer preferences rapidly can shift

sales momentum. Ironically, this once exclusive technology of the

military is still involved in combat — only this time the battle-

field is the marketplace. n

Future Criteria: 
Importance of Product Elements

% Important / Very Important

Display Quality 84%
Price 84 
Warranty 78 
Maps Included 76 
Screen Size 74 
Variety of Features 68 
Sound Quality 65 
Weight 52 
Brand 39 

Feature Overall GPS

Source: CEA, 2007 GPS Study - Exploring Ownership and Interest
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In the digital age, it is tempting to politely dismiss broadcast

radio as a “mature” or “legacy” industry, but the numbers tell a

slightly different story. In terms of household penetration,

radio is the most successful consumer electronics (CE) product of

all time. Home radios have enjoyed their current 98 percent U.S.

household penetration for the past 29 years. In an August 2007

CEA survey of consumers, 72 percent of respondents reported

listening to some kind of radio in the previous 90 days. As of

December 2006, the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) held 13,837 active radio broadcasting licenses in the U.S.

According to the Radio Advertising Bureau, advertisers spent

$21.7 billion to reach broadcast radio listeners in 2007.

Radio has faced countless competitors in its 87-year history,

but no new product, service or technology has been able to com-

pletely displace radio. According to media market research firm

Arbitron, 93 percent of Americans age 12 and older listen to radio

each week for an average of 19 hours. Media industry consultant

Veronis Suhler Stevenson estimates that radio accounts for 29 per-

cent of the time an average American spends with all forms of

consumer media. This is the same percentage of time spent watch-

ing cable or satellite television (29 percent) and is a higher per-

centage than is spent watching broadcast television (25 percent).

How has the original CE product been able to attract and

hold consumer's attention for nearly 90 years? How is radio

adapting to the changing media landscape? What if anything will

emerge to threaten radio's popularity? We'll explore these ques-

tions, but first, some technical and historical background.

Radio, or rather the existence of electromagnetic waves, was

not invented. Rather, the existence and properties of radio waves

were uncovered gradually during two centuries of scientific

exploration. While humanity did not become aware of radio

waves until we learned to generate them, we are not the only

source of radio transmissions in the universe. In fact, much of the

static heard between stations on your radio and television is

believed to be the radiological echoes of the Big Bang itself.

Radio Timeline
n 1820: Hans Christian Oersted discovers electromagnetism.

n 1830: Joseph Henry invents the wired telegraph.

n 1831: Michael Faraday demonstrates electromagnetic 

induction.

n 1888: Heinrich Hertz invents the oscillating spark gap 

radiator.

n 1891: Nikola Tesla invents the Tesla Coil which produces

radio waves tuned to a specific frequency.

n 1895: Guglielmo Marconi constructs the first transmitter

for wireless telegraphy.

n 1906: Ernst Alexanderson develops an alternator capable of

generating the power and frequency necessary to wirelessly

transmit human speech.

n 1912: The U.S. federal government passes The Radio Act of

1912 which requires that all radio transmitters be registered

with the U.S. Department of Commerce.

n 1920: Pittsburgh station KDKA signs on the air with news

of President Warren G. Harding's election.

n 1922: Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee

(IRAC) forms under the Secretary of Commerce to coordi-

nate the federal government's use of spectrum.

n 1927: The Radio Act of 1927 establishes the Federal Radio

Commission which was tasked with managing non-

governmental broadcasting activities.

n 1934: The Communications Act of 1934 establishes the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

n 1954: William Shockley's transistor appears in the first 

transistor radio, the Regency TR-1.

n 1981: MTV proclaims that “Video Killed the Radio Star,”

during its premier broadcast on cable television.

n 1990s: Digital cellular service, the first commercial portable

MP3 player and the personal digital assistant debut.

n 2001: XM Satellite Radio debuts

n 2002: Sirius Satellite Radio launches.

n 2003: iBiquity Digital begins to roll out HD Radio.

www.CE.org
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What Is Radio?
In its simplest and most primitive form, the term “radio” refers to

a form of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation can result

from natural phenomena — like static electricity, lightening or

cosmic anomalies — or from man-made transmitters. Early

“spark gap” radio transmitters were not tuned to a specific fre-

quency and would transmit indiscriminately across large bands of

the radio frequency spectrum. The earliest transmitters would

send short and long bursts of what today's engineers would con-

sider random noise in the form of Morse code.

As transmitter technology improved, scientists discovered that

rapidly alternating the direction of a current traveling down a

wire caused the conductor to vibrate electrically. Each one of

these electromagnetic vibrations was found to travel along the

surface of a conductor in the form of a wave. Each complete 

wave cycle is expressed as one Hertz (Hz) in honor of Heinrich

Hertz, the scientist who documented the phenomenon. The

number of times per second a wave passes by a single point is

called its frequency.

At frequencies below 10,000 Hz, most of the electromagnetic

wave energy travels nicely along the surface of a conductor.

However, alternate the current more than 10,000 cycles per sec-

ond and the waves don't have time to collapse completely

between alternations. No longer able to cling to the conductor on

which they were traveling, some of the electromagnetic waves are

flung off of the conductor by the waves flowing down the wire

behind them. Thus the conductor becomes an antenna and the

stray electromagnetic waves radiating away from it become radio

waves.

The New Definition of Radio
In many ways, the term radio has become a misnomer. Radio has

come to refer to a type of audio programming rather than a

device or distribution method. Arbitron now includes digital ter-

restrial, digital satellite and Internet radio as well as analog AM

and FM radio in its ratings reports.

Whatever the delivery mechanism, the term radio now refers

to almost any form of audio broadcasting, with one notable

exception. Audio downloads including podcasts and music files

generally are not thought of as radio simply because they are

downloaded or “pulled” by the listener or the listener's computer.

This differs from Internet, satellite and terrestrial digital radio

which is streamed, or “pushed” to the listener much like tradi-

tional radio. This may seem like an arbitrary and trivial distinc-

tion, but the passive nature of radio may hold the key to the

medium's popularity with consumers.

AM/FM Radio
Among all types of media, radio tends to ask the least of the con-

sumer. The average wholesale cost of a home radio receiver is $15,

and AM/FM tuners often are embedded into other personal and

household CE products and appliances. With this meager finan-

cial investment, consumers gain access to all the local public and

commercial radio stations in their area, free of charge. These

radio stations conform to one of roughly 20 mainstream radio

formats ranging from country to classical. The trade-off is that

listeners must endure an average of 10.6 minutes of commercials

per hour, according to brokerage firm Harris Nesbitt. Further,

radio is one of the few remaining passive forms of media. Aside

from contests, request/dedication shows and call-in talk shows,

listeners have no influence over the content being broadcast at

any given time.

HD Radio
HD Radio is a form of local, terrestrial radio that is digitally

broadcast on the radio frequencies between analog FM radio 

stations. Technology market research firm In-Stat Worldwide

expects the market for digital radio receivers to grow from five

million units in 2005, to almost 25 million unit shipments in

2010. Currently, there are 1,443 HD Radio stations broadcasting

across the nation, according to iBiquity's website. Many FM radio

stations simulcast their audio stream in both analog FM and 

digital HD Radio formats to provide listeners with a higher sound

quality option. The increased spectral efficiency of HD Radio

allows stations to broadcast additional sub-channels of different

audio content to listeners with HD Radios. HD Radio receivers

are slightly more expensive to purchase, but there is no subscrip-

tion fee because HD Radio broadcasting is usually funded by the

same pool of advertising revenue that funds the radio station's

analog broadcasts.

“Mr. Tesla has announced that he has completed

his wireless telegraph to such an extent as to per-

mit of telegraphy through the earth for a distance

of 20 miles or more, and his experiments satisfy

him of the feasibility of wireless telegraphy on a

much more extended scale. In fact, he aims at

nothing less than the establishment of a system of

telegraphy that shall include the whole earth, and

by which items of news may be distributed from

one political or commercial center to every other

such center throughout the world. This, Mr. Tesla

claims, is possible without the interference of one

set of signals with another.”

Source: Scientific American, June 19, 1897
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Satellite Radio
Satellite radio is a digital audio stream that is broadcast to 

specialized digital receivers from low earth orbiting satellites. For

the cost of a specialized receiver and a monthly subscription fee

of $12.95, XM Satellite Radio offers more than 150 digital chan-

nels including 67 commercial-free music channels. Sirius Satellite

Radio, the smaller of the two U.S. satellite radio operators, offers

more than 120 channels including 65 channels of 100 percent

commercial-free music and more than 55 channels of sports,

news, talk, entertainment, traffic and weather for a monthly 

subscription fee of $12.95. In-Stat estimates that XM had eight 

million subscribers, and Sirius hit 6.6 million subscribers, at 

the end of 2006.

In February 2007, Sirius and XM announced plans to merge

into a single company. Opponents of the deal maintain that a sin-

gle satellite radio company would constitute a monopoly, but the

two broadcasters insist they compete primarily with other sources

of audio content rather than directly against each other. The U.S.

federal government is examining the deal's anti-trust implications

and is expected to come down on one side or the other sometime

this fall. If approved, the result would be a satellite radio company

with the capacity to broadcast 270 or more simultaneous streams

of extremely narrowly focused audio content nationwide.

Consumers willing to pay for the equipment and the service

could have an unimaginable variety of formats and content from

which to chose, giving new meaning to the term “narrowcasting.”

Internet Radio
Narrower still, Internet radio offers listeners an even greater vari-

ety of content. The overall Internet radio market brought in more

than $400 million in ad revenue last year, according to JPMorgan

Chase. Consumers who have Internet access and some sort of

audio-capable Internet access device can get their favorite radio

station from anywhere, free of charge. Some traditional radio sta-

tions use Internet broadcasting as a way to reach a national audi-

ence with their local audio content.

Others operate exclusively on the Internet, avoiding the over-

head costs, geographic limitations and governmental restrictions

associated with broadcasting over the public airwaves. The low

cost and worldwide reach of Internet radio allows for an

unmatched level of focus and specialization. Further, the presence

of a screen allows Internet broadcasters to use banner ads instead

of, or in addition to, the traditional audio commercials that inter-

rupt the programming.

The Business End of Radio
The traditional ad-based revenue model scales down to Internet

radio levels reasonably well, due in part to Internet radio's low

start-up and operating costs. But a recent dispute over music roy-

alty payments threatened to destroy Internet radio's business

model. Internet radio stations traditionally made music royalty

payments in the form of an annual fee, plus 12 percent of their

profits. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act enacted in 1998,

instructed the U.S. Copyright Office to work out a royalty rate for

the use of music on Internet radio.

Earlier this year the U.S. Copyright Royalty Board ruled that

royalty fees should grow from .08 cents per-song, per-user in

2007, to .19 cents by 2010. A flat fee plus a $500 per channel

charge also were included in the ruling. This arrangement is less

painful for Internet broadcasters than was the board's original

recommendation which included a retroactive royalty payment

that would have bankrupted some net radio stations. As of this

writing, many Internet radio broadcasters hadn't agreed to the

arrangement and the matter was still up for debate.

For now, Internet radio's primary weakness is the limited

availability of wireless Internet access. Arbitron estimates that

nearly half (46.7 percent) of radio listening takes place in the 

car while 34.9 percent takes place at home and 18.4 percent 

happens at work or in other places. Wireless broadband still is 

in its infancy, so it will be a while before wireless Internet radio

can compete with omnipresent FM radio. Radio that is neither

local nor mobile may seem like a losing proposition, but Internet

radio has one advantage that may trump all other forms of audio

broadcasting: targeted and interactive advertising.

19th century department store magnate John Wanamaker is

often credited with one of advertising's most persistent truisms,

“Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted, the trouble 

is I don't know which half.” This famous quote bemoans the 

inaccuracy of traditional advertising, much of which reaches 

consumers who have no affection or need for the product being

advertised. Traditional radio is an equal opportunity medium,

reaching everyone in a given geographic region. Radio's broad

reach makes it very difficult to accurately segment the listening

audience into demographic groups narrow enough for advertis-

ing to be most effective.

“Two gentlemen have come to London at the same

time from different countries to tell the same

story, namely, that telegraphy needs no wires, and

that through walls, through houses, through

towns, through mountains, and, it may possibly

happen, even through the earth, we can send 

dispatches to any distance with no other 

apparatus than a sender and a receiver, the 

communication taking place by means of

electric waves in the ether.”

Source: McClure's Magazine, March 1897
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Two-Way Radio
Unlike other forms of radio, Internet radio is truly interactive.

Beyond the usual “click-to-buy” or “learn more” buttons long

found on Web pages and promised for television, Internet radio's

interactivity allows listeners to “teach” their radio what they like.

Radio that is tailored automatically to an individual's preferences

has obvious benefits to listeners, but the value to advertisers may

be even greater. Internet radio stations can ask consumers for all

sorts of demographic information that could be used to better

target both entertainment and advertising content. 21st century

powerhouses like Google, Amazon and Pandora owe some of

their success to their ability to tailor each visitor's experience to

their individual interests. Applying this model to Internet radio

could simultaneously improve consumers' listening experiences

and advertisers' efficacy.

For now, listeners remain willing to endure the commercial

interruptions and broadly focused content of traditional radio.

Thanks to products like the personal video recorder (PVR),

which puts control over television content directly into viewers'

hands, consumer tolerance for passive media consumption is

beginning to wear thin. Investing a few hundred dollars in hard-

ware and a recurring subscription fee, TiVo owners can record,

pause, rewind, fast-forward and rate video content as it plays.

TiVo creates a user profile based on viewing history and prefer-

ences which it uses to record additional programs that might be

of interest. To improve the accuracy of this automated content

collection process, TiVo tracks which programs are watched and

which ones are skipped. TiVo owners who want to further refine

their profile can enter names or keywords that relate to their

interests and can rate programs by pressing “thumbs up” or

“thumbs down” during playback. The end result is a custom-

made stockpile of video content that, theoretically, matches the

viewer's unique interests and tastes.

Internet radio station Pandora offers a similar level of cus-

tomized automation to consumers for free. Pandora is a product

of The Music Genome Project, founder Tim Westergren's vision

of a service that would deconstruct music into the attributes that

give a song its melodic identity. More than four million people

across the U.S. visit Pandora and U.K.-based rival, Last.fm, every

month, according to data from Score Media Metrix. Pandora

users create their own “stations” by entering the names of bands

they like and rating the music Pandora selects. Pandora offers

TiVo-like skip, pause and rewind controls, a huge library of

music, and an intelligent automated DJ that continuously learns

the listeners' individual tastes. Frequent users even can opt out of

the banner ads that help support the site by paying a modest

upgrade fee. The result is an uninterrupted stream of music that

is assembled automatically and intelligently for each individual

listener in real time.

Users can log in and listen to their Pandora stations via a 

dedicated Internet radio or Web-browser from anywhere they

have a robust Internet connection. Pandora requires the use of a

computer or dedicated Internet radio, which is expensive hard-

ware compared to the $15 average price of an analog radio receiv-

er. Further, it is not communal, local, ubiquitous or portable — 

all attributes thought to be key to the success of any form of

radio. However, Pandora's mission, “To play music you'll love and

nothing else,” appears to outweigh its drawbacks to consumers.

Consumer Demands and Desires
Pandora sounds like a panacea for traditional radio until its fea-

tures and limitations are measured against consumer's expecta-

tions of the medium. In August 2007, CEA conducted a survey of

radio listeners to explore consumer's expectations of, and atti-

tudes toward, radio. The survey began with an unaided question

about why they listened to radio. This question was open-ended,

meaning the respondents gave top-of-mind answers in their own

words. This methodology is akin to a free word association exer-

cise in psychology in that the responses reveal the ideas, feelings

and experiences most closely linked with radio in the subjects'

minds.

When asked why they listened to radio, the majority (84 per-

cent) of survey respondents said that the content itself attracted

them to the medium. Music (59 percent) was the most popular

form of content, followed by news (36 percent), weather (14 per-

cent), entertainment (13 percent) and traffic (11 percent). Among

the other reasons given, 22 percent said that they listened because

they could do so while driving, eight percent for their own enjoy-

ment, seven percent to relieve boredom, four percent to relax,

three percent because it was convenient, two percent for back-

ground noise and one percent because radio was free.

The results of this exercise suggest that much about radio is

simply taken for granted. Consumers appear to be so familiar

“By 1937 The Gallup Organization had found 

that 83 percent of U.S. adults owned radios and

more than half were getting their news primarily

(24 percent) or partially (28 percent) from radio

broadcasts rather than newspapers. Twenty-eight

percent believed radio had responded to the 

public's desires faster than the airline and movie

industries combined, and 57 percent would give

up their newspapers before losing their radios 

if forced to choose.”

Source: Roper Center at the University of Connecticut
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with the medium and so focused on the relatively small percent-

age of content that applies to them, they give very little thought

to the medium's drawbacks. In other words, the fact that tradi-

tional radio is free, ubiquitous and reliable outstrips consumers'

desire to hear only their favorite content.

Asking the same question in a slightly different way painted a

clearer picture of the attributes consumers would most miss if

their favorite broadcast radio station went off the air. When asked

to select from a list of reasons for listening to radio, “easy to

receive wherever you are, whenever you want” and “it is free” tied

for first with 92 percent each. “Local information like news,

weather and sports” ranked third on the list with 83 percent. The

lack of attention and planning required ranked fourth with 82

percent and “getting the very latest information delivered to you

live” rounded out the top five reasons with 78 percent. Seventy-

one percent “like being surprised by the stories, perspectives or

songs” and 67 percent “like listening to shows or programs that

are dedicated to a specific interest.” Less than a third (32 percent)

liked being part of a listening community that included their

friends, neighbors and colleagues.

These findings suggest that while consumers listen to radio

primarily for the content it delivers, they would be much less like-

ly to do so if radio content was not ubiquitous, free, local, passive,

live and somewhat unpredictable. Pandora does not meet these

requirements exactly and appears to succeed despite being an

Internet radio station rather than because of it.

Consumer Investment
Consumers face a cost associated with receiving personalized 

custom filtered content of any type. To determine just how much

time and effort consumers were willing to invest in getting more

accurately focused content, CEA asked radio listeners to rate their

interest in four methods of profiling their listening tastes.

Overall, 46 percent were interested in manually “setting up

general personal preferences so that they only heard music or talk

in which they might be interested.” Forty percent were interested

in developing a profile by pressing a button to rate content, and

37 percent expressed interest in answering a detailed question-

naire about the specific types of content they liked. Thirty-two

percent were interested in selecting the content themselves.

Interestingly, but perhaps not surprisingly, minority groups

expressed higher than average interest in profiling their listening

preferences. Sixty-nine percent of black people and 56 percent of

hispanic people were interested in manually specifying their per-

sonal preferences, compared to 40 percent of white people and 44

percent of non-hispanics. Consumers between the ages of 18 and

24 years expressed a similarly high level of interest (62 percent) in

developing a listening profile. Overall, CEA's research suggests

that consumers who fall outside of the mainstream in one way or

another are more willing to invest some effort in finding content

that is of interest to them.

Radio's Future
Among consumer electronics products, radio has remained one

of the most popular forms of media among U.S. consumers.

Radio was the first CE product and, over nearly nine decades of

broadcasting, has become the media equivalent of comfort food

for the majority of the U.S. population. In the digital age, there is

no shortage of products and content competing for consumer's

money, time and attention, yet nothing seems to threaten radio's

dominance. This is partially because radio continually evolves to

meet consumer demand for content and partially because the

term “radio” is applied to any sufficiently passive audio delivery

mechanism that emerges.

Radio requires little or nothing from its listeners and rarely

lets them down. But as the population becomes more diverse and

consumers demand more control over specific content, radio will

have to evolve faster than ever before. Personalization and inter-

activity will continue to increase radio's value to consumers and

advertisers alike, ensuring that radio will live on. Radio's evolu-

tionary path is sure to hold serious threats and viable opportuni-

ties for everyone associated with the medium. All that is certain

about radio's future is that it has one, making radio an important

technology to watch. n

Why Consumers Listen to Radio

Always available

Free

Local info

Easy/passive

Live/current

Surprises

Specific interests

Community of listeners

Source: CEA Market Research
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FUTURE SECTION —
THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS HORIZON

BY MARK CHISHOLM
CAROLYN SLATER

We live in a digital world and clearly love it. We relish

the convenience and time savings of our digital

lifestyle where we can shop, bank and be entertained

24/7. We check our e-mails on the way to work, pre-select our TV

program choices, listen to accurate directions as we drive, make

phone calls, send messages, take pictures and listen to music

almost anywhere. We already take for granted the most recent

devices to grace our shopping bags, regardless of how they have

improved our lives. So what's next?  How can we be even more

efficient, knowledgeable, entertained and connected?

One thing is certain. In the digital world of consumer elec-

tronics, the emphasis is as much on the “consumer” as the elec-

tronics. Future designs will have to strive to surprise and delight

us. Consumers vote not only with their dollars but also with their

lifestyle choices, how and where we work, travel and play suggest

that technology needs to incorporate and enhance these trends

and preferences:

n Products must be easy, convenient and yes, fun, to use.

n The more intuitive the design the better it is, whether in

software or hardware.

n More of our business and recreational needs are met via

online sources e.g. shopping, correspondence, banking, edu-

cation and social networking.

n Consumers want to share information, music, videos and

ideas with people we know, and sometimes with strangers.

n We're heavily influenced by our peers.

n Electronics should look good so that we can show them off

rather than hide them.

n Professional and personal lives are more inter-connected

than ever before.

n Infotainment — the merging of entertainment and infor-

mation is now the norm.

n Consumers are more socially and environmentally aware

and increasingly concerned about environmental issues,

recycling, clean energy and climate change.

n Businesses function globally instead of locally and need to

adapt to social, geographic and cultural differences.

If corporate and university designers, scientists and engineers

take note of these consumer desires, our future will only get

brighter. While the technology opportunities are vast and the 

current research projects and prototypes many, this section takes

a look at business opportunities in the virtual world, the future

of display technologies and what's developing in multi-touch

technology.

Making a Buck in the Virtual Market
Finding business opportunities within digital entertainment is 

by no means a new concept. Take for example Microsoft's Halo

franchise — the first two titles sold a total of 14.8 million copies,

producing nearly $700 million between the two video games.

The third installment of the Halo franchise already had sold one

million copies a month prior to its release. An abundance of

cross-merchandising arrangements sprung up prior to the 

game's release, bombarding consumers with the Halo brand name

through promotions from Burger King, Pontiac and 7-Eleven.

It's not surprising considering each of the previous titles grossed

as much as a feature film at the box office. Companies have been

cross-merchandising with expected Hollywood hits for years.

The new concept, however, that is surprising many is the

potential for discovering lucrative financial ventures within the

digital entertainment product itself. Companies around the 

globe are finding it worthwhile to promote their products within

popular games and other software.

Companies looking to put their name out in front of gamers,

who compose a wide but influential age demographic, rarely

overlook the first person shooter genre. The upcoming title

Enemy Territory: Quake Wars from developer id Software plans 

to sell advertising space in its virtual environments. These levels 

will be inhabited by a multitude of players as they explore and do

battle in the virtual environment. Advertisements will be present

in the places where players would expect to encounter them — 

billboards, bus stops or other predictable spaces within the virtual

combat zone. The advertisements generate revenue to help fund

the ongoing maintenance and servers needed to run these online

multiplayer games and also add a dash of variety to the game.
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The online nature of these games allows advertisements to be 

frequently swapped out for different ads, creating dynamic 

in-game advertising within software products.

Dropping a few advertisements into a video game might be

seen as the kiddy-pool of immersion into the virtual world, as

many companies are diving in and going well beyond the simple

means of traditional advertising. Immense online worlds such 

as Linden Lab's Second Life offer companies more than just

advertising opportunities.

In the Internet-based virtual world of Second Life, users cre-

ate avatars of themselves (or an alter ego) called “residents.” These

residents can explore and shape the immense virtual world, meet

other residents present within the same world, socialize and trade

virtual items. Residents conduct business with a virtual currency,

'Linden Dollars' (L$), which is exchangeable for U.S. dollars or

other currencies on market-based currency exchanges. Just about

everything available in real life can be found in Second Life: night

clubs, amusement parks, concerts, games, movies and malls.

Companies like IBM, Intel and Sun Microsystems are creating

an actual presence for their companies in the virtual world to

interact with the millions of online inhabitants. These online

worlds offer opportunities not available with traditional advertis-

ing. Companies can create virtual retail and customer service cen-

ters as well as virtual offices. News companies Reuters, CNET, and

BBC Radio One now broadcast within Second Life. With real

money changing hands between the populations of these worlds,

the reasons to do business in the virtual realm are obvious.

Second Life is home to more than nine million virtual personali-

ties, all controlled by potential customers.

Consumers have never warmly embraced advertisements, but

online advertising and “adware” have been the target of much ire

recently. While online worlds offer many benefits, companies

should be aware of the reactions of their inhabitants as well as the

consequences of their marketing programs. Many believe there

are serious implications for a Microsoft patent filed last year for

an “advertising framework” that makes use of data on a hard

drive to deliver advertisements to your computer. Privacy con-

cerns go hand in hand with the desire consumers have to operate

their devices undisturbed and as intended.

Gamers' response to the decision by id Software to display

advertisements in-game was reasonably passive, as was the reac-

tion to Google's decision to layer advertisements on videos post-

ed on the YouTube video-hosting service. The key factor in these

cases was that the advertisements were unobtrusive. If companies

overstep their bounds, at what point will consumers push back?

The tech savvy crowd, if provoked, will find a way to block or 

circumvent intrusive advertising. Businesses will have to compro-

mise between too much of a virtual presence and none at all.

Virtual worlds will offer companies more than just profits in

the near future. IBM, Intel and Sun already use the virtual world

to host internal meetings and press conferences. This new form of

telecommuting has the potential to save businesses money and

offer employees the added utility of having multiple technologies

such as e-mail, video, voice and document sharing at their finger-

tips while telecommuting.

Attending virtual events from the comfort of home may

quickly catch on. Simulations of physical social gatherings — for

example the virtual screening of a film like a digital drive-in —

will offer consumers an opportunity to partake in social activities

while being physically anonymous. Theoretically such an activity

would be no different than each user independently downloading

a film, but grouping together those individuals taking advantage

of the same service would offer a simulated social experience.

Allowing consumers to effectively be two places at once is a

growing trend and soon they will be able to function within the

virtual world without being chained to a PC. Advances in mobile

technology and new software for Java-enabled, Internet-capable

cell phones will let users access the virtual world from their 

handsets. As the popularity of these virtual worlds increase, the

Gaming Gains
Video game revenue will expand through 2011,

but growth will slow
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number of companies and services present in them will grow.

Companies and individuals who fail to take advantage of their

virtual reflection will miss out on profits and other benefits 

present in the virtual world.

What is the Future for Display Technologies?
Since the dawn of television back in 1939 when the first sets were

sold, consumers have been captivated by moving images and

sounds emanating from the magic box. Early TV sets featured

large cabinets and small viewing screens that often were seen

more as furniture than electronics. In the almost 70 years since

the first video display appeared, both the content offered and the

size and quality of the viewing experience have grown tremen-

dously. Who could have imagined that TV screens would be so

much larger, brighter, clearer and yet, so much thinner? Form and

function have now merged beautifully in the high-definition flat-

panel television.

Computer screens also have evolved dramatically from the

1980s-style clunky, beige-colored blocks with hard-to-read,

blinking green figures on a black background. Today's desktop

and laptop displays are thin, bright, and colorful. They still 

dominate the office but now in terms of style and usefulness

rather than sheer size.

What do the next ten years hold in store? In addition to a

beautiful and space-saving design, consumers and manufacturers

alike are concerned with environmental issues. A display which

can be manufactured with fewer or no toxic materials and is easi-

er and cheaper to dispose of or recycle at the end of its life, will

be a major determinant in whether it moves past the develop-

ment phase and into the living room and office. Another concern

is the cost of materials and manufacturing. Novel use of inexpen-

sive and natural materials and processes are a common theme in

display research projects.

Tomorrows displays will be thin, sleek, bright, affordable,

energy efficient and kind to the environment. Based on current

university and corporate research projects, they also will be flexi-

ble, waterproof and possibly see-through, and may generate col-

ors using magnets or may be made of water vapor. Intrigued?

Read on to find out what's in the lab now and could be in your

home in five to ten years time.

It's Clearly Transparent 
The concept of completely transparent displays has long been a

dream of scientists and engineers alike. Such a display could be

laminated to vehicle or aircraft windshields, computer screens

and televisions to create bright, sharp images that would disap-

pear when not in use.

For several years researchers have tried unsuccessfully to 

make flexible electronics based on electrically conducting plastics.

But now Northwestern University researchers have developed a

relatively low-cost means of creating high-performance transis-

tors from a hybrid combination of organic and inorganic materi-

als. In addition to performing well, these transistors are inexpen-

sive to produce and transparent.

The transistor is made of indium oxide, an inorganic semi-

conductor that is produced in large areas at room temperature,

lowering manufacturing costs. Ion beams control crystallization

and adhesion of the oxide when it is deposited onto a surface.

The conductivity of the material can be adjusted by changes in

the process so that it is possible to use indium oxide to produce a

semiconductor for one part of the device and also as a conductor

in another part. The molecules in the organic material assemble

themselves when applied to a surface, creating an ordered struc-

ture that provides excellent insulating properties and is complete-

ly transparent when applied to a clear surface such as glass or

clear plastic.

The Northwestern scientists found this process created tran-

sistors that perform even better than the silicon transistors that

are currently used in LCD screens. They also are nearly as good

as expensive polysilicon transistors used in very high-end displays

and yet use lower operating voltages and have excellent switching

behavior that makes them easy to integrate into electronics and

eventually could lead to more energy efficient displays.

In 2005, Professor Tobin J. Marks of Northwestern University

and Antonio Facchetti founded a company called Polyera

(www.polyera.com) to develop organic semiconductors and

dielectrics and bring them to market. They are developing a

transparent processor and memory to allow components to be

incorporated into a thick, flexible panel saving on manufacturing

and operating costs with prototype displays expected within 

12-18 months.

Flex and Stretch 
Prototypes of flexible screens that can be rolled up and transport-

ed have been in the news lately. Two different methods are used to

produce flexible displays. The next big thing may be screens that

both flex and stretch.

“The next big thing may be    

screens that both flex and 

stretch.”

LG Philips created Polymer Vision (www.polymervision.com)

to develop and market its flexible screens using Organic Light-

Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) that are attached to a thin layer of

plastic. They also have filed a patent application for a new type of

flexible display which is less expensive to produce and uses
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minute plastic cells that contain tiny amounts of oil and water.

The oil in each cell floats on the water and covers the colored sur-

face beneath it. When the cell is exposed to electricity, the oil

moves aside and the pixel color is changed. This oil and water

technology provides a rich, colorful and glossy display compara-

ble to a glossy magazine and it is, of course, flexible.

The second type of flex-display technology uses silicon but in

an unconventional way. Silicon is a rigid and brittle material but

when it is stretched into ultra thin ribbons and wires — 100

nanometers or roughly one-thousandth the diameter of a human

hair — the silicon will bend and even stretch.

Professor John Rogers and his colleagues at the Materials

Science and Engineering Department at the University of Illinois

in Urbana Champaign found a way to make silicon flexible. Their

technique consists of stretching a piece of rubber across a wafer

of ultra-thin silicon. When the rubber is peeled away the silicon

relaxes and buckles, creating accordion-like waves that can

expand and contract. They found that wavy diodes and transis-

tors could be repeatedly stretched and compressed as much as 20

percent without any affect on their performance. Low-cost

stretchable circuits could be used in a number of applications.

Researchers at Oregon State University predict that flexible dis-

plays could be commercially available within the next few years.

The Power of Magnets
Another development that could influence future display tech-

nologies utilizes polymer-coated iron oxide particles and magnets

to create a liquid that literally changes colors. Possible uses for

this technology include flexible displays, rewritable electronic

paper and huge displays or posters that could replace existing

plasma or LCD monitors, especially in outdoor settings as it per-

forms better in direct sunlight than LCD displays. The production

method for this technology is relatively simple and inexpensive.

“Another development that

could influence future display

technologies utilizes polymer-

coated iron oxide particles and

magnets to create a liquid that

literally changes colors.”

The Department of Chemistry at the University of California

in Riverside developed a technique where tiny (about 10

nanometers in diameter) crystalline particles of magnetite (a

form of iron oxide) are coated with polymer and then suspended

in water. The polymer coat makes the surface of each particle

highly charged and as each particle has the same charge they

repel each other in the water. Iron oxide is magnetic so applying

a magnetic force causes the particles to come together in an

ordered structure or “colloidal photonic crystal”. The brilliant

colors of the crystal are determined by the strength of the mag-

netic field. The stronger the magnet, the closer the particles, so

the color changes from the red end of the spectrum to the blue

end, as the magnet gets closer to the material. When the magnetic

field is removed, the crystal returns to its original brownish color.

North Carolina State University and the University of

Pittsburgh also have been working with this technology. Presently

the materials can only switch colors only at a rate of twice per sec-

ond which is too slow for use in television and computer displays.

Researchers are experimenting with smaller particles contained in

microscopic capsules to speed up the rate of color change.

It's All an Illusion
And finally, a display technology whose key ingredient is tap

water. This year San-Francisco-based company Fogscreen

(www.Fogscreen.com) released its display method made from fog.

Employing a patented technology that uses tap water and ultra-

sonic waves, Fogscreen generates a thin curtain of “dry” fog creat-

ing a translucent screen onto which images can be projected and

appear to be floating in the air. With its continuous smooth air-

flow, the microscopic droplets that form the screen feel dry to the

touch — you can walk through it without getting wet. Another

unique feature is that with two projectors, a different image can

be shown on each side of the screen and it works with still pic-

tures, moving images and even lasers. Fogscreen already has been

used by Disney, Nokia, Microsoft, Motorola, Siemens and Sony.

Revolutionizing Input
Apple's iPhone exploded into one of the most successful product

launches in history this year partly due to its innovative new

method of operation. A step up from the primitive touch-screens

found in local grocery stores and ATMs, one of the major

improvements found in the iPhone was its ability to register the

touch of two fingers simultaneously. This is compared to older

touch screen technologies which on top of often being slow to

register touch, could only record one touch at a time.

Multi-touch technology, touch-screen technology that is 

capable of tracing multiple points of contact for improved input

and manipulation, was given a preview in Apple's iPhone. More

advanced devices and computers are expected to blow the lid off

the touch-screen market. The most prominent of multi-touch
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machines on its way is Microsoft's Surface computer

(www.microsoft.com/Surface) due in late 2007.

One feature of the computer lets users manipulate photos —

resizing, moving and rotating — using only their hands. The 

computer resembles a tabletop, with the screen facing the user. To

stretch a picture, one needs only to pull on the opposite corners

of the photo. To rotate, one finger is left stationary on the photo

while the other moves in either the clockwise or counter-clock-

wise direction. Moving a photo into a folder is as easy and drag-

ging the photo with a finger into a visible folder on the screen. In

short, photo and file management becomes revolutionized into

the most fundamental and recognizable movements possible. All

interaction with Surface becomes as intuitive and simple as the

process of working with a physical photo.

Jeff Han, a research scientist at New York University, has

worked for years perfecting multi-touch technology. The project

has spun off into Perceptive Pixel (www.perceptivepixel.com), a

company founded by Han that is working on its own multi-touch

product. One of the most intriguing prospects of multi-touch

technologies happens when multiple users come to the electronic

table. Imagine brainstorming around a multi-touch screen, or

working collaboratively on a piece of digital art. Mitshubishi

Electric Research Laboratories (MERL) also has been working on

a multi-touch product. MERL already has around one hundred

DiamondTouch(www.merl.com/projects/DiamondTouch)

devices in use by research organizations and universities.

DiamondTouch is a multi-touch screen device focused on small

group collaboration.

The combination of a multi-touch control scheme with object

recognition through wireless technologies such as Bluetooth or

RFID tags makes Surface and other multi-touch devices truly

groundbreaking. For example, wireless-enabled digital cameras

placed on the screen of Surface automatically link to the comput-

er, and the photos appear to actually “fall' out of the camera and

onto the multi-touch enabled desktop where they can be manip-

ulated by the user. The coupling of multi-touch with other tech-

nologies such as voice recognition makes the potential results

even more appealing. For example, imagine using a multi-touch

screen that took advantage of haptics, an emerging technology

that simulates the sensation of textures and shape when a corre-

sponding section of the screen is touched. If done correctly, hap-

tics combined with multi-touch technology could make touch-

screen computers feasible for the blind.

Hurdles Remain
The appeal of multi-touch devices may be hard to ignore, but 

the technology still faces steep challenges nonetheless, the first of

these being cost. The price of Microsoft's Surface, for example,

is expected to be close to $10,000 or more. Consumers also have

become accustomed to the keyboard and mouse combination,

and regardless of the appeal touch-screen technologies may 

possess, some may hesitate to ditch the input methods we have

worked so long to learn.

The multi-touch computer demonstrated by Perceptive Pixel

did not completely do away with the keyboard. For data entry,

users will be able to “pull” a virtual keyboard onto the screen, and

with stretching motions they will be able to resize the keyboard to a

size that works for them, just as one might resize a photo. Typing is

accomplished by simply touching the corresponding area of the

screen for each key. Some users may decide that they prefer the

minimal movements of their fingers to the larger sweeping arm

and hand movements required by large-scale multi-touch tech-

nologies. Also to consider are possible health consequences: long-

term keyboard and mouse use can cause carpal tunnel, will we find

that long-term use of a multi-touch interface can cause stress-relat-

ed injuries of the elbow or shoulder?

Will Consumers Embrace Multi-touch?
We soon will know what consumer reactions to multi-touch plat-

forms will be as the first large-scale devices hit the market. If

present touch-screen numbers can be correlated to multi-touch

technologies, the future looks good for business. Revenue from

the global shipments of the eight leading touch-screen technolo-

gies is expected by market research firm iSuppli to reach $4.4 bil-

lion by the year 2012. iSuppli predicts that the multi-touch mar-

ket will nearly triple, increasing from $112.9 million this year to

$433.1 million by 2012. These numbers may be fueled by smaller

consumer electronics devices making use of multi-touch tech-

nologies, as home penetration of large-scale multi-touch plat-

forms such as Microsoft's Surface may take some time. The first

multi-touch devices, beyond the iPhone, to be owned by the aver-

age consumer likely will be other multi-touch cell phones,

videogame devices and GPS or map browsing systems. That is not

to say we won't be encountering multi-touch computers; we will

surely be accustomed to them before they make it to the home.

“iSuppli predicts that the 

multi-touch market will 

nearly triple, increasing from

$112.9 million this year to

$433.1 million by 2012.”

Restaurants, hotels, and casinos logically will be the first 

businesses to make use of multi-touch computers. Harrah's

Casino Hotels plans to use Surface as a virtual concierge at its
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eight Las Vegas properties, making it one of the first companies to

use the technology. Once multi-touch makes the jump to the

consumer, the fun truly begins.

Currently, home PCs offer limited storage and presentation of

music, photos and videos. The desktop PC, or even the laptop,

however, lacks a desirable method for presenting the stored mate-

rial. Sure, a desktop PC or laptop can be used to play music, or a

family can crowd around the home PC to watch a film, but the

experience often leaves something to be desired. Embedded

multi-touch computers in the living room coffee table or kitchen

counter combine the superior photo storage of a computer with

the presentation of a photo album. The same goes for music:

imagine turning your coffee table into a home stereo with the

presentation of a jukebox. It is certainly more impressive than a

folder full of audio files. Savant Systems LLC (www.savantav.com)

realized just that when it began work on its ROSIE Coffee Table, a

tabletop surface computer aimed at being both a touch panel con-

troller and a multimedia machine in the consumer's living room.

Each function of the computer potentially can be expanded

by multi-touch technologies. Some new functions even arise. On

the most basic level, however, multi-touch will facilitate the basics

of computer use. Intuitive forms of input and file management

flatten the learning curve with which we've all become familiar.

We conceivably could be teaching our children or grandchildren

how to take photos off a digital camera and store them on the

computer. This lesson could in essence be no different than

telling the child to put away his or her toys — grab the photos in

front of you and move them with your hands to the appropriate

place on the table. Microsoft has stated that the move to Surface,

a progression towards multi-touch technologies as a whole, is “as

significant as the move from DOS to GUI”. This might understate

the significance of multi-touch technology — Microsoft's analogy

looks at multi-touch on the scale of a transition from one 

operating system to another, when actually multi-touch technolo-

gies will go beyond the computer and affect numerous consumer

electronics devices and services.

The Future is Near
Looking at the state of the consumer electronics industry today,

one might say that the future will be driven by how business is

done. Companies will find new ways to connect with the con-

sumer, whether in the physical realm or the virtual. Second Life is

proof of how virtual worlds are growing beyond the gaming

crowd, appealing more to the average user than in the past. As the

popularity of these virtual worlds grows, companies will find tak-

ing part in the phenomenon irresistible.

Companies may present themselves on the transparent win-

dow of a subway car or taxi, or maybe on the flexible screen of a

laptop - a screen that can be rolled and stored for easy computing

on-the-go. These displays may be driven by water or magnets,

two things we were raised to fear in conjunction with electronics.

Much of what we've come to know about electronics is changing

in a fundamental way.

“Second Life is proof of how 

virtual worlds are growing

beyond the gaming crowd,

appealing more to the average

user than in the past.”

Multi-touch technologies will change the way we interface

with computers and electronics on the most basic of levels.

Expect this technology to infiltrate the business and home sec-

tors, quickly making old technology antiquated. By now this

should be something we've all become accustomed to: as more

advanced technology comes along, old devices get put on the

shelf. With advances in display technologies and the progression

to multi-touch, some devices will become extinct.

The future will be driven by how business is done. Also true,

however, is that business is motivated by how we live our lives.

Consumers carry more influence than most realize — it's found

in our lifestyles, not just our wallets. n
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